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EDITOR’S LETTER

WELCOME

START SAVING CASH NOW: VISIT WWW.KITCHENGARDEN.CO.UK

GABY BARTAI
This month Gaby travels
to one of the UK’s major
producers of organic
seed potatoes located
on the east coast of
Scotland. There she
discovers the four-year
process required to
supply healthy seed
potatoes for our plots.

COLIN RANDEL
As a member of the
Vegetable Trials Forum
of the Royal Horticultural
Society, Colin is perfectly
placed to bring us the
breaking news direct
from the trials field; this
month you can discover
the very best beetroot
varieties to grow.

BEN VANHEEMS
Keen plotter Ben joins us
with some great ideas for
making your own pots, a
simple cold frame, frost
and bird protection kit
and lots more besides;
and the great thing is,
none of it will cost you a
penny! Turn to page 78
to find out more.

JOYCE RUSSELL
A good compost heap
is the powerhouse of
the veg plot, constantly
producing lovely, rich,
crumbly soil improver
from garden waste…
a bad heap produces
gloop! In this issue Joyce
explains how to get
great results every time.

DAVID PATCH
David is a professional
nurseryman, producing
fruit trees and bushes
for one of Britain’s best
specialist suppliers. In
this issue he brings his
knowledge to the pages
of KG to explain the art of
fruit tree pruning in ways
we can all understand.

CHRIS MARGRAVE
Chris is head gardener
at one of the National
Trust’s beautiful walled
gardens, that of Clumber
Park in Nottinghamshire.
Over the past 10 years
he has overseen the
restoration of the gardens
and in this issue highlights
recent developments.

For many of us February is an in-between time when
the winter still holds sway; a time to finish those winter
tasks. Yet anticipation also builds as we prepare to
sow just as soon as the soil is warm and dry enough.
With that in mind we have a great feature for you from
KG regular Julie Moore on planning your plot to help
you get the biggest yields from limited space.
Expert grower Ben Vanheems turns his attention to

helping save you some cash this season. In his feature
starting on page 78 he brings you 20 simple recycling
ideas that can not only save money but help you
produce better crops into the bargain.
I know the new growing season has begun when

I sow my chillies; I like to sow mine in February to
give them a long growing season. Before I do I’ll be
studying Big Allotment Challenge winner and heritage
veg expert Rob Smith’s feature starting on page 30 in
which he reveals his favourite varieties.
Seed swaps are the perfect place to find heritage

and unusual seeds and in this issue Anne Swithinbank
visits Seedy Sunday in Brighton which is held in
February each year. Anne visited last year too and
you can follow the progress of her exciting purchases
starting on page 49.

Steve Ott, editor

Contact me at: sott@mortons.co.uk | 01507 529396
Find us at www.kitchengarden.co.uk

Contact subscriptions: 01507 529529
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JOBS
TASKS FOR YOUR VEGETABLE PATCH

IN FEBRUARY BY MARTIN FISH

FORCE
RHUBARB

Cover an established clump of
rhubarb that wasn’t forced last

year with a large bucket or forcing
pot to exclude all light. This will

force the dormant plant into
growth and encourage the tall,

very pale sticks that are
wonderful to eat

in spring.

CLEAN
COLD FRAMES

To get ready for the busy
growing season in spring give

your cold frame a good wash with
warm soapy water to remove dirt

from the glass and give the frame a
good scrub. If it’s very dirty,

add some disinfectant
into the water to kill

fungal spores.

COVER
COMPOST BIN

Keep adding green waste
from the vegetable plot such as

old cabbage leaves and leek tops
to the compost heap. To try and
retain some heat in the compost

bin cover over with pieces
of old carpet or a thick

sheet of polythene.

PROTECT
WITH FLEECE

Protect any early sowings of
vegetables such as broad beans

with garden fleece. Even if the pots
or trays are in a greenhouse or

polytunnel the fleece will help to
prevent the compost from
drying out and it will give

a little protection on
cold nights.

The insides of watering cans
can get a little slimy over time

especially if you use water
from a butt. To kill fungal

spores it’s a good idea to clean
inside the can annually

with disinfectant.
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SOW NOW
Salad leaves in trays, broad beans

in cell trays undercover, onions
and leeks undercover, sprouting
seeds, tomatoes and peppers

in a greenhouse.

PLANT NOW
Shallots in cell trays, garlic in pots,

rhubarb, Jerusalem artichokes,
bare-root fruit trees and bushes.

HARVEST
Leeks, parsnips, Swiss chard, kale,

Brussels sprouts, savoy, winter
cabbage, spinach, Jerusalem
artichokes, salsify, swedes.

FROM STORE
Apples, potatoes, beetroot,

squash, carrots, pumpkin, onions,
shallots, dried beans.

onthe
egpatch

CONSIDER SQUASH
Providing you can give them a good start
and the weather is warm through the
summer, squashes are well worth growing
in a sunny position. The variety that
performed best for me outside last year
was ‘F1 Festival’ which produced fruits 10-
15cm (4-6in) in diameter. It has a marbled
outer skin and deep orange flesh. Once
fully ripe they store really well and we’ve
managed to keep them until March.

TUCK INTO POTATOES
A staple winter vegetable is the good old
potato and although not as popular as
they used to be, they are still a wonderful,
versatile veg. Rice and pasta are knocking
the good old spud off its pedestal
apparently. However, I don’t think you
can beat creamy mashed or crispy roast
potatoes and this year I’ll be growing
‘Sarpo Mira’ which stores well and is very
tasty. It also has good blight resistance.

PICK BRUSSELS SPROUTS
I always think Brussels sprouts are like
Marmite! You either love them or hate
them. In our house I enjoy them but my
wife Jill doesn’t, although she will have
two with her Christmas dinner to humour
me! They are a reliable winter vegetable
that is in season all winter long. They are
best picked fresh and of course they can
be cooked in several ways to make them
much more interesting.
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POT
PERENNIAL
HERBS
Most of the herbs that I grow
in the garden are in pots. This
means I can move them around
and it also makes them look a
little more decorative, especially
if you want them close to the
kitchen door! With perennial
herbs such as rosemary, sage,
thyme and mint, I tend to buy
small plants and grow them on
and usually they are fine in pots
for several years. At this time of
the year I like to pot up some of
the perennial herbs into slightly
larger pots using good quality
compost. This encourages a flush
of new growth in the spring and
summer and keeps the plants
looking fresh and healthy.

CHIT POTATOES
Early potatoes are still one of the most popular vegetables
that we grow in our gardens but planting can’t start until
the soil warms up in spring. This varies depending on where
you live, but for most areas planting is from mid-March
onwards. For me in North Yorkshire it tends to be early
April! Before we start thinking about planting, the seed
potatoes need ‘chitting’. This is the process of starting
the dormant tubers into growth. When placed in a light,
cool, but frost-free place the eyes of the tubers will start
into growth and develop small green shoots, giving the
potatoes a head start when they are planted out.
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■ Late February is
the perfect time to
prune autumn fruiting
raspberries. The pruning
method is very simple
and all you need to do is
prune all the canes down
to ground level. New
growth from dormant
buds just below the
surface will grow and
it’s on these new canes
that you’ll get fruit from
August onwards.

■ Finish winter washing
apples, pears, plums
and other fruit trees
while the buds are still
dormant.

■ Continue to dig over
areas of the veg garden
as you clear some winter
crops. Any annual weeds
such as groundsel or
chickweed that have
grown can be dug in,
but perennial weed
roots need removing.

■ Feed fruit trees and
bushes with sulphate of
potash or dried wood ash
to supply potassium as the
plant starts into growth.
This helps with flowering
and fruit development
through the summer.

■ Lift the last of your
Jerusalem artichokes
before they begin to
shoot in the spring. Be
sure to remove all traces
of the tubers.

When grown well, blueberries
can produce a heavy crop of fat,
juicy berries and I think home-
grown blueberries taste much
better than shop-bought ones.
This is down to the fact that at
home you allow the fruits to fully
ripen before they are picked and
as a result they taste sweeter.

If you have an acid, well-drained
soil and can grow rhododendrons
without any problems, you should
be able to grow blueberries in
the garden. Ideally, they prefer a
pH of between 4.0-5.5. If grown
in neutral or alkaline soil they will
be stunted, have chlorotic leaves
and generally not flourish. They
do, however, grow very well in

containers of ericaceous compost
which is how most people grow
them. As long as they are well
watered and given liquid feed
through the summer they
normally do very well and
produce plenty of fruit, as long
as you keep the birds off them!

Fruit is produced on older
shoots, so when it comes
to pruning the aim is to
maintain a balance of older
fruiting wood, but also to
encourage new growth for
the following years. Pruning
should be done in the
dormant season and I usually
do it at this time of the year,
just as the buds are starting
to swell. Cut out a couple
of the oldest branches low
down to encourage young
new growth to develop
over the summer. Any long
growths made last year can be
shortened back a little, again
to encourage sideshoots.
Basically, we want a bushy
plant with lots of sideshoots
that will produce fruit buds.

After pruning it is also a good
idea to top dress plants growing
in containers with some fresh
compost. Remove the top couple
of inches of old compost and any

weeds that have grown and
add some fresh ericaceous
compost, with some slow-release
fertiliser mixed in. This will
encourage new root growth and
promote strong growth in the
spring and summer.

FORMATIVE
PRUNING
For the first few years after planting an
apple or pear tree the aim is to establish
a good framework of branches and
ideally what we want is an open centre
and branches growing out and up: often
referred to as a wine glass shape. At
this time of the year trim back any long
branches to an outward-facing bud and
cut out congested growth in the centre
of the tree.

GARDEN BONFIRE!
February is a
good time to
have a final
tidy-up around
the plot to
get everything
ready for spring
I’m a great
believer in
garden hygiene
and if there are
any diseased
prunings or
plants lying
around, I like to get rid of them. If you
are allowed to have a bonfire, burning
diseased material in a bin or incinerator
is the best way to deal with it.

STRAWBERRIES IN CONTAINERS
Fresh strawberries from the garden are always something
to look forward to, although at the moment the plants are
still dormant and only just starting to show signs of waking
up. Traditionally, they are grown in the garden in rows or
beds, but strawberries also grow very well in containers of all
shapes and sizes. The advantages of growing this way is you
can move the plants around the garden or undercover and
they don’t take up as much space as in the garden. If you have
some established plants in the garden or last year’s runners
that have rooted, now is a good time to lift them from the
garden and replant into pots, troughs or hanging baskets. Use
a good compost as the plants will be in the containers for a
couple of years. Come spring they will start into growth and
produce a tasty crop this summer.

.
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INTHE
GREENHOUSE

WITH
JOYCE

RUSSELL

Pictures by

Ben Russell

■ Sow rows of salad
leaves and spinach to
give tasty fresh pickings
in a few weeks.

■ Sow tomatoes and
peppers towards the end
of the month: keep at
20C (68F).

■ There is still time to sow
aubergines but remember
to choose early varieties.

■ Start beetroot, leeks
and celeriac in trays
undercover. These can be
planted outdoors when
big enough.

■ Small structures can
be unstable and many
gardeners have been
disappointed to lose a
greenhouse in the first
strong wind. The two
best tips I can give are to
anchor them better than
the instructions indicate
and to assemble the frame
with enough precision that
no extra stress is put on
the covering.

■ Use a rubber mallet,
or hammer and block
of wood (so the frame
doesn’t dent) and knock
all joints fully together.
Use a tape measure and
check that assembled
dimensions are equal
where appropriate. The
cover is more likely to rip
if stretched over a poorly
assembled frame.

■ The pegs provided
with a cheap plastic
structure are seldom
enough! Screw anchor
rings into a solid
structure nearby, so
they can’t pull free,
and tie the guy ropes
down to these. Use

heavy weights along the
plastic flaps.

■ If your greenhouse is
already standing, and it
isn’t freezing outside, then
start sowings of lettuce,
spinach and salad leaves
in trays.

DIG OVER
EMPTY BORDERS
Dig over any bare patches of the border
and expose any bugs that might be
lurking in the soil. It’s worth evicting
wireworms, millipedes, slugs and so on,
but remember that many beetles are
your friends in the pest battle. Dig in
some compost or manure if you haven’t
done so already and get the soil in good
heart for the planting to come. Add
some powdered seaweed at the same
time: this will kick into action by the time
potash-greedy tomatoes are planted.

TIPS FOR A SMALL GREENHOUSE

Get a planting plan sorted and
think about buying the seeds that
you need for the rest of the year

to come. If you intend to sow
winter crops next autumn, then
buy the varieties while they are

available. Many shops won’t
have much choice of seeds

left in the autumn.
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TOPTIPSFOR
FEBRUARY
■ Set up a propagator for
raising tender seedlings; use
a thermometer to monitor the
temperature if possible.

■ Support over-wintered peas
and beans so they don’t flop
on the ground.

■ Collect canes, poles,
compost, string, etc., so you
have them ready when needed.

■ Clear any seeding crops:
or cut back the tops of salad
leaves so you get another flush
of new growth.

■ Choose varieties that suit
your conditions and get sowing.

WATCHOUTFOR
It can be hard to start each
year with a clean growing
environment, but there are
some simple tasks that lessen
the chance of problems being
carried through from one year
to the next.

■ Wash pots and tools in
warm soapy water; hose them
down and leave to dry in the
sun. You can add a suitable
biodegradable product to kill
mould spores if you want.

■ Use new sterilised compost
for raising seedlings and don’t
reuse growbags.

■ Remove all dead and
diseased plant material from
the greenhouse.

■ Scrub benches, shelves
and paths. Remember to
wash the frame where spores
may be hiding when cleaning
polythene and glass.p y g

WOOD ASH
If you have wood fires or
bonfires and don’t know what
to do with the ash, then save a
bit for the greenhouse. Provided
the ash is from untreated wood
and has no other contaminants,
it is a good source of potash
for greedy plants. Scatter a
little when planting tomatoes,
peppers and aubergines,
but not too much or you
may make the soil alkaline.
Wood ash is pretty soluble
and roots can take up
nutrients quickly.

WINTER GREENS
Spring cabbage and purple sprouting
broccoli should be growing well and
you may be able to get the first harvests
this month. Cabbage plants will get
larger of course if left to grow on, but
don’t leave them until there are so
many new crops that the cabbages are
forgotten. Check between leaves for
l d l hese love to hide in

cabbages.
first broccoli shoots

o a reasonable size
re harvesting. The

ntral head can produce
everal shoots, so take
care when cutting the
middle spike that
you don’t damage
surrounding ones. Use
a sharp knife to cut
hrough the shoots.

LOGANBERRY
This may not seem the most obvious fruit to grow
in a greenhouse, but if you have the space, the
results can be spectacular. I have a friend with
a loganberry trained across one end of a large
greenhouse. He gets many kilograms of early fruit
each year and the protected environment seems
to give the berries an extra sweetness.

Choose where the bush will go so it won’t
shade other crops when in full leaf, and make
a support structure or tie in support strings at
planting time. Soil should be dug deeply and
some manure incorporated if possible. After
planting, cut the stems down to 25cm (10in) and
tie new shoots to supports as they grow. Fruit is
borne on one-year-old canes. Take care that the
thorny stems don’t puncture the polythene!

TRIM
STRAWBERRIES
A hard winter can take a toll on
strawberry plants and especially
if plants were left outside in
pots through several hard frosts.
Frozen compost may be a good
way to kill vine weevil grubs, that
love to feed on strawberry roots,
but frozen plants can suffer too.
Give plants a good check over.
Trim off discoloured leaves and
replace compost if needed. I like
to stand strawberry pots on a layer of manure in the greenhouse:
this provides some extra warmth and some extra feed when roots
eventually find their way down to it.

RUI

slugs and snails: the
the heart of c

Let the
grow to

befo
cen
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t

GREY
MOULD

This disease can be a persistent
problem in cool, wet and poorly ventilated

conditions. Spores move from plant to
plant, although some plants are more

susceptible than others. Try to ventilate
on any sunny day, so air moves around a
little, and avoid wetting the leaves when
watering. Remove affected leaves with

care so spores don’t spread.
A cold hard winter can resolve

serious infestations.
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DO YOU HAVE SOME HOT STORIES FOR OUR NEWS PAGES? SEND THEM TO TFLANAGAN@MORTONS.CO.UK

YOU YOUR PLOT

Apples (along with pears, and cherries)
belong to the rose family, so why not

surprise your loved one this Valentine’s
by ditching the roses for a bunch of

lovely red apples or even one specially
inscribed? They’ll be just as

impressed, surely?

ROW ROW ROW YOUR... PUMPKIN?

SPUDENVY

It’s not every day you get to set sail in a
pumpkin but last autumn, this is exactly
what Matthew Oliver, horticulturist at
RHS Hyde Hall, Chelmsford, decided to
do. Not content with having successfully
grown the heaviest outdoor-grown
pumpkin in the UK, he turned his
record-breaking pumpkin into a boat and
attempted to row it across the lake at
the RHS Essex site. As well as launching
his own 1333.8lb (95 stone or 605kg)
pumpkin, Matthew also managed to
persuade three colleagues to get aboard
other giant pumpkins.

Having hollowed them out, the intrepid
sailors set off, using oars to propel their
pumpkin craft across the designated
course. Prior to the event, Matthew
had voiced some concerns about the
‘floatability’ of the giant pumpkins but
his fears turned out to be unfounded;
though one pumpkin floundered at the
start of the course, the other three made
it safely to the finish line!

To buy seeds from Matthew’s record-
breaking pumpkin visit www.thompson-
morgan.com

When Norfolk allotmenteer Paul Strutt
ordered his ‘Sarpo Mira’, ‘Sarpo Kifli’
and ‘Sarpo Axona’ seed potatoes for the
first time from D T Brown Seeds for the
2016 growing season, he wasn’t sure how
they would do. But later Paul contacted
the company with nothing but praise
for these blight-resistant varieties: ‘’My
fellow allotmenteers have been gazing
at my lush green, thick-stemmed, 4ft-tall
potato haulms with envy. They ask how
often and with what I have been spraying
them, and can’t believe it when I say the
last job I did was to ridge them up! Their
crops, only a few yards away, have all
been slaughtered by blight!

‘’What is even more remarkable is
the crop,’’ said Paul. ‘’It has been

fantastic, with an average yield of
3 to 4kg per plant. Some of the

‘Mira’ tubers are massive –
monster jacket spuds!”

The Sarpo varieties grown
by Paul Strutt are joined for
the 2017 season by ‘Sarpo
Blue Danube’ (all £5.95 for
1.5kg), an early maincrop
ideally suited to roasting,
chipping and baking.

To order these varieties go
to www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk

NEW WEBSITE FROM VITAX
Well-known practical horticulturist and author
Andy McIndoe has teamed up with Vitax, suppliers
of gardening products, to become its gardening
expert for the new Vitax Garden World website.

Launched last autumn, Vitax Garden World
contains a host of information for both the
inexperienced and knowledgeable gardener.
Andy is providing web visitors with information on
specific projects, seasonal growing information and
essential advice on everyday gardening issues.

“The new Vitax Garden World website provides
enthusiastic growers with crucial information at the
touch of a button and I am thrilled to be working
with them,” says Andy. “There is a wealth of
information available on the internet but Vitax’s ne
website combines gardening knowledge matched
to specific products to get the best results.”

Visit www.gardenworld.co.uk to find out what
this site has to offer.

Apples (al

ew
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WHAT’S NEW?

FOOD, UP CLOSE
& CRYSTAL CLEAR

It’s good to give away our excess fruit
and veg but can anyone beat this?
On September 7, 2016 the people
of Sacramento, California donated

224,064.2kg (493,977lb) of fruit and
veg for distribution to food banks

and other agencies – and all
within the space of

24 hours!

WINNINGTH
FRUITFLY
BATTLE
If you had problems
on some of your fruit
last year due to the
drosophila fruit fly, you
might be interested
to hear what the
Australians have been
doing to combat their
Queensland fruit fly, or
Q-fly, a major pest which
been costing their hortic
industry more than $300 million a year.

The world-leading National Sterile Insect Technology (SIT)
Centre based in South Australia has been releasing 50 million
sterile male fruit flies each week to mate with females, resulting
in the collapse of the Q-fly population.

The spotted wing drosophila (SWD) – which KG reported
on back in February 2015 – affects strawberries, raspberries,
blackberries, currants, blueberries, grapes, cherries and plums.
Though similar in appearance to the normal fruit flies already
found in the UK, the adult males have a distinctive spot on each
wing and the adult female has a saw-like appendage which is
used to pierce the skin of developing fruits.

HE

has
ulture

If you’re interested in the debate between the relative
nutritional value of organic compared to non-organic
food, then this book proposes a definitive answer.
The evidence is displayed through microscopic
images of crystallised fruit, nuts, veg, and a small
selection of drinks and oils. The respective images
are strikingly different. The forms within non-organic
tomatoes, for example, are described as ‘relatively
coarse and blurry’ whereas organic tomatoes have

‘complete’ shapes that
resemble ‘honeycombs’. The
author concludes that ‘organic
foods are full of beauty and power…and
therefore they are valuable to our nutrition’, whereas
non-organic foods are weaker in their forms ‘and
therefore their nutritional value is reduced’. Food for
thought, it would seem.

(The Invisible Power Within Foods by
A W Danzer, Verlag Vewusstes Dasein, £19.99)

VEGETABLE SEED
BEST SELLERS
Marshalls Seeds have reported

that the green manure Caliente
mustard was their top selling
vegetable seed for 2016,
followed by runner bean
‘Firestorm’ in second and
beetroot ‘Boltardy’ third.
The early Nante-type carrot,

‘Resistafly’, came in fourth and
the world’s first parsnip hybrid,

‘Gladiator’ was fifth.
Anna Betts, brand manager

for Marshalls, said: “During
2016, we noticed growers were
moving towards modern varieties
due to their disease resistance
and reliability. Growers want
assurances that their hard work
won’t go to waste and will result
in heavy cropping, tasty produce.
They are voting with their wallets
by choosing varieties which can
deliver outstanding results.”

To order seeds visit
www.marshalls-seeds.

ACADEMY BACKS
PLANT-BASED DIETS
Well-planned plant-based diets may help to
prevent and treat certain diseases, says the
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, formerly
known as the American Dietetic Association.

In a recently published positional paper
the academy states that ‘appropriately
planned vegetarian (including vegan)
diets are healthful, nutritionally adequate,

and may provide health benefits in the
prevention and treatment of certain
diseases’. These include coronary heart
disease, type two diabetes, hypertension,
certain cancers and obesity.

The academy also argues that ‘plant-
based diets are more environmentally
sustainable than diets rich in animal
products because they use fewer natural
resources and are associated with much less
environmental damage’.
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HAVE YOUR SAY
CONTACT US WITH YOUR LETTERS AND TIPS: TFLANAGAN@MORTONS.CO.UK

Send us your tips and pictures and if your
letter is published you will get a £10 Dobies
voucher. If you are lucky enough to have yours
chosen as our Star Letter you will get a £25
voucher. Your voucher will be sent out with a
Dobies catalogue and you can choose to spend
your winnings on a fabulous range of seeds,

young plants and gardening sundries. You can
get hold of a copy of the catalogue now by
phoning 0844 701 7625 or go online to
www.dobies.co.uk

You can reach us by letter, email or via
our Facebook page: FACEBOOK.COM/
KITCHENGARDENMAG

Email your letters
to tflanagan@mortons.co.uk
or post to Letters, Kitchen
Garden, Mortons Media
Group, Media Centre,
Morton Way, Horncastle,
Lincs LN9 6JR

SENDUSYOURLETTERS–EVERYONE’SAWINNER

Just wanted to share a photo of our lovely squash harvest in October.
Having not been able to visit the plot for a fair few weeks it was lovely to
be able to harvest this nice collection of squashes with my son Samuel.
I had a big plan last year to plant lots of varieties as I love how many
different shapes, textures and colours you can grow; only problem is
I didn’t really label them well, so I don’t know which is which. So, I’ve
made two promises to myself for this year: label my plants better and
visit the plot more often. At least this lovely collection will make some
fantastic squash soup.

Claire Keen, Middlesbrough

YOU YOUR PLOT

★STAR★

LETTER
WINS £25
VOUCHER

RHUBARB
& CUSTARD
Thank you for the informative
article in the December issue of
Kitchen Garden. I do however
take issue with the tip to add
‘well-rotted manure’. Personally, I
prefer custard! Each to their own
I suppose.

Patrick Joyce, Huddersfield

TONY SAYS: Well if you’re not
going to put well-rotted manure
on your rhubarb crumble, I’m not
going to put custard on my plants
– works both ways, Patrick!

NOTETOSELF: LABEL,LABEL,LABEL

BORROW A GARDEN
A lot of people on a low income who would benefit
by supplementing their limited budget growing
their own produce are either in small town houses
or flats with very small gardens, or none at all. What
few allotments that are available for renting usually
have a long waiting list. However, there must be a
lot of elderly or disabled people living in homes with
large gardens that they cannot manage. Wouldn’t
it be great if there was a committee in each town
or village that could put the two parties in touch
with each other? Obviously, this would have to be
subject to CRB checks and other formalities. The
benefits to all concerned would be well worth it,
with the growers acquiring a manageable-sized plot
growing produce that they perhaps could share with
the householder. Also many elderly or housebound
citizens who sometimes go for weeks on end not
talking to a single soul would not only get an unpaid
gardener, but also companionship.

Mrs Carol Casan, Devon

FROM CARE TO CAKE
My husband has read your magazine for years.
He loves working in his big garden. A friend
of ours made this cake for his 60th birthday.
We loved it! Our friend is a nurse but also a
wonderful cake maker.

Karen Glarbo, Denmark

TONY: Yet another work of art – dig in!
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BRIAN SHARP: I have heard that coffee
grounds are good for the soil in gardens and
allotments. I have also heard that the coffee
grounds are good for the acid-loving plants.
PETER ADISH: There is an argument that they
are good (though keep dogs away from them)
but there is an interesting article by James Wong
where he found they were actually detrimental
due to the caffeine in coffee which is designed to
inhibit plant gro th. https://t.co/2ky4KOEo7W
CAPTAIN CARROT: I suspect it is like
everything else – use it with caution and don’t
overdo it! I would recommend using it in
sensible amounts around plants vulnerable to
slug attack as it does seem to be a good anti-
slug and snail barrier, and in small amounts on
the soil surface there should be no problem.
I’d advise against using it in large quantities to
dig in as I think James Wong probably raises
some valid points.

To have your say on the forum visit: http://
forum.kitchengarden.co.uk

FROM THE FORUM GROUNDS FOR COFFEE

BAMBOOZLED
I was just reading your December issue and was
very happily reading through. This is the first
time I have bought this magazine. I then reached
page 49. I could not believe what I was seeing!
Barter with bamboo.

Let’s plant and grow a foreign invasive species
that really does cause a lot of damage. What
about our native hazel? The humble hazel can do
all that the bamboo can and also provides food
for wildlife and humans. I have been a part-time
coppice worker for four years and now a full-time
one for a year and the trouble we have trying
to persuade the public to use local sustainable
products from local businesses and you print
this! I have seen bamboo break through concrete
and tarmac.

Hazel has been used for centuries well before
bamboo was discovered. Please, please, please
champion the humble hazel and its amazing
attributes, far too many to mention here.

David Ewers, Dorset

EDITOR SAYS: I grow both David, valuing them
equally for their beauty and practical uses.
Not all bamboos are invasive and the speed of
growth is what makes them a good, sustainable
source of canes. I do agree that hazel is of more
benefit to our native wildlife and we will continue
to promote that too, as we have in the past.
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3 Mudketeers
The KG team offer chat,
tips and gardening gossip

“All for
onions and
onions for

all”

Ill
:

’
I

Make a runner bean trench,
approximately 45cm (18in)
deep and 45cm (18in) wide.
Fill with kitchen vegetable
scraps and/or well-rotted
manure. Cover with soil
and let nature do the rest
to create a lovely fertile
growing medium for your

plants in June.

I love ice cream (even at this time
of year) and I’ve often been given
a token physalis berry (Physalis
peruviana) in restaurants as a garnish.
I’m not sure if I’m supposed to eat it o
just admire it (they do look very decora ive
when displayed with their little ‘lantern’ or calyx pulled
back to reveal the small tomato-like berry within). I eat it
every time, often only to find that it was not really ripe.

I have a plant which fellow Mudketeer Tony gave
me in 2015 and which I overwintered last year. This is
the best way to get a good harvest as plants produced
from seed rarely manage to give a good crop in their
first season since our short summer usually causes the
plants to shut down before they can ripen many fruit.

Growing them in their second year gives them a
head start and a bigger crop. It also allows you to eat
them when fully ripe (I like to allow them to fall or
to pick when about to drop) at which stage they are
sweet and juicy and have a unique flavour.

Having said that, as mentioned they do resemble
a small tomato and have a very similar texture. This
was something I hadn’t really registered myself and

in my enthusiasm
y wife to taste one
ot that she hates
texture and taste
raw tomatoes.
he look on her

face when she
tried one was
a picture – the
complete opposite
f my reaction! Oh

ell, all the more
me!

DOUBLE,
DOUBLE,
TOIL AND
TROUBLE
No, the Mudketeer
have not been
auditioning for
Macbeth’s three
witches, but they
have been rustling
up a magical brew
in between getting
the plot ready for the season ahead. Armed with Emma’s trusty camping
stove and Steve’s wicked leek and potato soup recipe, the Mudketeers
quickly set to work. The pan was on, the knob of butter had melted and
within minutes the leeks were softening nicely. The stock was added
followed by the (already baked) chopped potatoes, a sprinkling of salt and
then a bit of hubble bubble (aka, boiling and simmering). The final master
stroke – Steve’s hand blender, deployed with all the panache of a master
chef! Bit of a free ride for Tony this one, but he wasn’t slow at coming
forward to taste the goods. Verdict? Souperlicious!
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SPOTTHEDIFFERENCECOMPETITION

Only tick this box if you do not wish to receive information from Mortons Media Group regarding or relating to current offers of products or
services (including discounted subscription offers) via email/post/phone. ❑ On occasion Mortons Media Group Ltd may permit third parties, that
we deem to be reputable, to contact you by email/post/phone/fax regarding information relating to current offers of products or services which we
believe may be of interest to our readers. If you wish to receive such offers please tick this box. ❑ Closing date: Friday, January 27, 2017.

Please return your entries by post to Kitchen Garden,
Spot the Difference (February 2017), Mortons Media
Group Ltd, PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ.

Please enter your details below:

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Email:

HOW TO ENTER:
Compare pictures A and B. See if you can spot
at least 10 differences. Identify these on picture
B with a circle. Complete the coupon below and
return your entry by Friday, January 27, 2017.
The first correct entry drawn after the closing
date will win our prize.

This month the winner of
our competition will receive
a copy of Superfoods 24/7,
worth £14.99, by Jessica
Nadel. This recipe book
is lavishly illustrated and
packed with 100 easy
vegan recipes to excite
the palate.

A

B

PEA BEA
NOVELTY
I felt like Jack
from Jack and the
beanstalk when a
friend gave me a
handful of incredib
coloured beans. Pea
beans he called them and they are
an heirloom variety dating back to
the 16th century. At first I thought
they may also be called orca or
yin yang beans. This name is apt
because they are two tone, just like
the Chinese symbol for yin yang. In
Chinese philosophy this depicts the
opposing, or complementary, forces
of the natural world. However, my
research shows that yin yang beans
are black and white and produce
dwarf plants unlike my burgundy
and white bean seeds that produce
tall climbing plants. I grew them just
like runner beans, starting them off
in small cell trays of compost in April
and then planted them out after the
danger of frost had passed. I used
canes for them to grow up and kept
them well watered. In mid summer
I was rewarded with lots of pea-like
pods. I harvested these while they
were still fairly young and cooked
them whole. I have to say they were
delicious. I also left a lot of pods
on to mature and picked them at
the end of October, and the picture
shows the seed harvest. The seeds
can also be eaten if soaked well
overnight first.

For pea beans: www.organic
catalogue.com. For yin yang beans:
www.marshalls-seeds.co.uk

T’S NOT THE SEEDS
N MY LIFE…

If Mae West had been a gardener instead of
aying “It’s not the men in my life that count,
’s the life in my men,” she might have said, “It
ot the seeds in my life that count, it’s the life in
y seeds.” Good point…the second one certai y.
So over the winter I’ve been trawling through my

seed packets, checking their end dates: which seeds
I can STILL sow, which I could take a chance with (but
probably won’t and know I shouldn’t!) and which I need
to dispatch to that seed sanctuary in the sky.

If you’re anything like me, getting rid of old seed
packets is hard to do. For some reason, I seem to have
an unhealthy attachment to each one. But, in the end, a
gardener’s got to do what a gardener’s got to do.

Not surprising then that I had loads that were well
past their last sowing date – numerous packets of
parsnip seeds which have the shelf life of a gnat. But at
a time when some seeds can be expensive, it’s good to
know that those cucumber seeds I haven’t managed to
sow still have another four years to go!

le
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YOU YOUR PLOT

QUESTION TIME
GOT A FRUIT OR VEG PROBLEM? ASK KG FOR HELP

BobFlowerdew&
AnneSwithinbank
KG EXPERTS & REGULAR
CONTRIBUTORS TO
RADIO 4’S GARDENERS’
QUESTION TIME

WITH

I planted two rows of ‘Osprey’ potatoes on April
24 last year in ground that had been covered with
polythene sheet since the end of March. This was
removed on May 17 as the plants emerged and
were first ridged up. The tops were removed on
July 25 because of a very heavy blight infestation.
The crop was lifted a few days later, revealing that
almost all the tubers were cracked. I’ve warmed
the ground before planting for many years and
grown this variety since 2012 without this effect.
Do you have any idea what might have been the
cause of the lost crop this year?

Colin Rieley, Nottinghamshire

BOB SAYS: ALL your tubers cracking indicates
a widespread cause which is more likely cultural
than pests or diseases, which tend to produce
patchier effects. This was most probably a period
of stronger growth in richer, wetter conditions
following an earlier period of slower, drier growth.
The skin became partially mature, stretched about
the tubers, which then started to grow again and
popped their skins to make space. I suspect the

period under the sheet had left the soil relatively
dry and then a wet period (blight seldom bothers
in a dry season) in July will have promoted the
stronger growth that split the skins. I doubt you
will see this again unless you do the same and
get the same weather fro
May to mid-July. If you ha
replaced the cover just
before the wet weather
started you might have
saved some of the
plants from growing
away again but hindsight
is a marvellous thing!

CRACKEDTUBERS

om mid-
ad

★STAR★

QUESTION
WINS £25
VOUCHER

WASPS MAKE
BEELINE FOR KALE
I wonder if you can give me some
advice about kale ‘Nero di Toscana’
which I planted last year. Last summer
the plants attracted a lot of attention
from wasps. I can’t see what the wasps
are doing but there are lots of small
holes in some of the leaves. I’m sure
some of this damage is due to snails
and slugs but I wondered what is
attracting the wasps to the leaves and
whether they are causing holes?

Avril Berning, Middlesex

ANNE SAYS: Wasps are interesting
creatures. In spring and summer, adult
‘worker’ wasps (sterile females) will
be out and about looking for nectar
for themselves and also insects which
are fed to the wasp larvae back in the
nest. In return, the larvae regurgitate
a sugary food for the workers to
eat. Towards the end of the summer,
there are fewer larvae in the nest
and fewer sugary offerings for the
adult wasps and this is when they
become desperate for sugar and make
themselves a nuisance. Depending
on when the wasps were evident,

they might have been collecting
caterpillars or honeydew excreted
by aphids or whitefly. The small
holes in the leaves could
have been caused by slugs
and snails but more likely
by caterpillars of the small
and large white butterfly.
I usually protect all my
brassicas by growing them
under mesh held above them
by a cage of bamboo canes.

WHY WIREWORM?
I have been using on my allotment the no-dig method
and cover the ground with newspapers then cardboard
and top off with manure. However, most of my
brassicas have suffered from wireworm which I have
never had before. Can you offer me a remedy please?

Joseph Smart, Cardiff

BOB SAYS: Wireworms – soil-dwelling yellowish
mini-caterpillars – are the larvae of click beetles.
These usually lay their eggs near grasses and the
caterpillars eat roots for three or four years before
changing to a beetle and flying away. Thus they
are often a problem on ground that had grasses on

for a few years then only return if
grasses are allowed to flourish

again. They are more of
a problem to grasses

than to root vegetables
although their tunnels
spoil the flesh. They will
eat almost anything
but I am curious as
to why your brassicas
suffered from them so

badly. Your soil may be
too acid if you have not

limed (see facing page).
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GET IN TOUCH by post, email or via our Facebook page:
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Our Star Question winner will
receive vouchers worth £25; the
writers of all other questions
printed will receive a £10 voucher.
They can be redeemed against

any products
in the latest
Mr Fothergill’s
catalogue,

which will be sent out with the
vouchers so you can choose from
the massive range of quality
products including seeds and
garden equipment. To receive a
free catalogue call 08453 710518
or visit www.mr-fothergills.co.uk
Email questions to tflanagan@
mortons.co.uk or post to

Question Time,
Kitchen Garden, Mortons
Media Group, Media
Centre, Morton Way,
Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR
Please include your full
address on letters
and emails. We do not
publish full addresses.

WRITEINandWIN–everyQUESTIONwinsaprize!

QUESTION TIME

PH LEVELS
Check the pH of your soil
where you intend to grow
brassicas. If it gives an acidic
reading, add lime to raise it
to give a reading of 6 to 7,
thereby increasing its alkaline
level.

DAMPING OFF
If your seedlings suddenly
collapse and die, it may be due
to damping off, a fungal disease
resulting from overcrowding
and excessively wet, badly
ventilated conditions. Clean
infected trays thoroughly.

COLD SOIL
Warm up your soil by covering
it with a sheet of black
polythene. This has the added
advantage of keeping annual
weeds down too.

BEWARE!
POISONOUS PLANT
I was clearing a part of the garden that had been
turned over to my chickens for a couple of years and
came across this plant. I have never seen anything
like it before in over 60 years of gardening and
wonder if anyone can tell me what it is? It stands
about two feet tall and the fruits are roughly the size
of large conkers. Very curious-looking thing.

Fay Webb, via email

ANNE SAYS: This is a thorn apple (Datura
stramonium) but I rather like the less commonly
used name devil’s snare as the spiny seed pods
do have a diabolical appearance. This belongs
to Solanaceae (a family that contains potatoes,
tomatoes and deadly nightshade) and all parts of
this annual weed are very poisonous. It is thought
to have originated in Mexico but has spread
widely. Seeds (just one large plant is capable of
producing 30,000) can live for many years in the

ground and often germinate when brought to the
surface. They have been known to turn up as a
contaminant in birdseed, or be carried by birds.
Plants usually reach 60-150cm (2-5ft) and are quite
spectacular, with fragrant trumpet-shaped white or
mauve blooms. I think it is poisonous to chickens
but tastes very bitter so livestock rarely eat it. It is
likely the seeds have been buried in your garden
waiting for the chance to grow.
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LEGGY SEEDLINGS
As a long-time reader of your magazine I, like
many other amateur gardeners, always have
the age-old problem of our seedlings becoming
leggy, falling over and dying before we have
time to plant them out. Last year I purchased a
LED photosynthesis light to increase the hours
of light that my seedlings got and I did avoid
some seedlings becoming leggy, but not all.
What I would really like is to know your view on
these lamps or what else you would recommend
to stop this problem from occurring.

Gary Jones, Eastbourne

ANDREW SAYS: Seedlings normally become
leggy when they are short of light or kept in
the propagation area too long. Sowing seeds
through the shorter days can always make this
more of a problem. Using LED lights is okay,
but you still have the problem what you do with
the seedlings once they have grown, as most
gardeners won’t have enough space to keep
plants under lights throughout the growing
season. My method of keeping seedlings short

and sturdy is, as soon as the seedlings have
germinated in the propagator, they are moved
out of the propagator to a shelf as close to
the glass as possible in the greenhouse at a
cooler (10C/50F) air temperature. This enables
maximum light during poor daylight hours and
the cooler temperature slows down growth.
Always sow in a good seed sowing compost
and water using tap water. Do not use water
butt water as this can cause damping off.

SEED CATALOGUE
2017

UP TO

20% OFF
SEED* PLUS
2 FREE PACKETS

Radish V o a
See page 63 for de ails

www.mr-fothergills.co.uk

FREE
P&P

ON ALL ORDERSOVER £45

NEW!

Facebook.com/kitchengardenmag

Andrew Tokely, seed purchasing manager for Kings Seeds
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GET GROWING

In spring last year we launched our annual competition to find the most
passionate plotter. Here we can reveal two of the shortlisted entries

It was a difficult job judging
the Passionate Plotter
competition because clearly
all who enter are passionate

about their plots. We had to
pick some winners and this
month we feature Val Juneman,
who we felt deserved a special
commendation for her plot, and
patio container runner-up,
mes McSherry

Award
winningways

VAL JUNEMAN FROM
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS

Do you have help tending your plot?
I have half an allotment plot and I tend it on
my own but friends come and help harvest!

How long have you been growing veg?
I’ve been growing bits of veg/salad for a
number of years but I’ve had the allotment for
just over two years.

What variety of vegetables can you
recommend?
I love to grow veg that have that bit of extra
‘wow’ factor or are not easily bought from
shops. Sweetcorn is a must! You simply don’t
want to buy supermarket cobs after you’ve
taken one straight from the plant. Last year I
grew ‘Early Extra Sweet’ and this year ‘Lark’.
They are simple to grow from seed, but on our
site, badgers are keen to snaffle them before
us so we invent various ‘fence/deterrents’
to keep them away. It’s a research site into
‘badger fences’ and we all cross our fingers
that our particular design will work.

I grew peas (‘Greenshaft’) successfully this
year (learning how mice and birds loved them
last year) – another amazing ‘from plant to
mouth vegetable’. I intend to extend my range
to include mangetout and pea shoots next
year. Finally the not-so-humble kale is a great
hard-working winter crop with lots of varieties
to choose from. I’ve ‘Red Russian’ and
‘Pentland Brig’ this year, beautiful to look at
and scrummy to eat but again it needs netting
against everything!

p
Jam

VAL JUN

Val wins a
KG digital

subscription
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KG PASSIONATE PLOTTER COMPETITION

Do you grow any vegetables in containers?
I don’t grow any crops in containers (although
that was what I used to do before I got the plot.)

How do you grow one particular crop?
I was proud of my outdoor tomatoes last year.
They were a labour of love and rewarded me
with scrumptious fruit, half of which didn’t
make it home. I started the seeds ‘Sungold’,
‘Marmande’, ‘Tigerella’ and ‘Costoluto
Fiorentino’ (the last two are from free seeds
from KG, thank you very much) indoors late
March in modules with seed compost and
mollycoddled the seedlings indoors (keeping
about four seedlings per variety).

Once the seedlings had grown a good
set of true leaves, I potted them on into 6in
pots before moving them into my plastic
greenhouse in my back garden around
mid-April. The greenhouse was cooler so it
stopped them getting quite so leggy and any

really cold nights I brought them indoors to
avoid frost nip. Gradually I weaned them away
from daytime greenhouse residence and by
mid-May (keeping a frost weather check on
them every day) moved the pots outdoors to a
sheltered area in my garden.

Meanwhile on the plot I choose a sunny
spot, dug in loads of well-rotted manure and
compost and got the soil rich and yummy for
its soon-to-be-hungry residents. I then (after
watching Monty Don on Gardener’s World)
constructed a scaffold of bamboo canes and
string to ensure good, strong supports for the
adult plants. Finally, the last week in May, once
I was happy that their new home was ready
and risk of frost was gone, my best six plants
(a mixture of the four varieties) were moved
to their grown-up home on the allotment. Any
remaining ‘teenage’ plants were donated to
other plot owners!

The plants were tied in and just allowed the
freedom to settle in and grow for the first few
weeks, but then I started getting tough with
them! All side shoots were removed (except the
one semi-bush variety ‘Costoluto Fiorentino’)
and the stems gently tied up the vertical canes
to form ‘cordons’ as they grew. Once I saw
the flower trusses form, I sighed with relief
and started to liquid feed once a fortnight. As
the plants matured I then began removing the
lower leaves (especially any touching the soil)
and others that were diseased, shading fruit
or simply getting in the way. Once five or six
trusses had started setting fruit I performed the
cruellest cut of all – I took the tops out!

All this tomato manicuring continued
throughout the growing seasons, as side shoots
would often reappear or leaves would start
blocking sun reaching the fruit. Of course regular
watering was essential too, making sure I only

got water on the soil to avoid any invitation for
blight! My method behind this tomato fiddling
is that the hard leaf/shoot trimming leaves only
healthy growth which is less susceptible to
disease and ensures the plant targets its energy
towards producing lots of fruit.

Why are you passionate about your plot?
Walking on to my allotment is like entering
a piece of heaven. For some reason the rest
of the world stops and I get this sense of
nurturing and time slowing to nature’s pace.
I aim to make my plot a beautiful place, for the
plants, for nature (so I’m heavily into companion
planting) and for me. In a bizarre way I feel I’m
parenting my plants, the majority I grow from
seed... and I love and tend them through their
ages, trying to keep them happy and healthy…
and hopefully their reward to me (and the odd
bird/bug/badger) is to be fruitful. ➤
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JAMES MCSHERRY FROM
NEW MALDEN, SURREY

Do you tend your plot on your own?
I tend my full-sized allotment and containers
on my own. The plot is half raised beds and
half open ground. My granddaughters Eleanor
and Georgina have a raised bed each and have
done all the planting.

tend to use raised beds for crops that
d protection such as carrots and salads.
tective cages are used which are custom
de to fit the raised beds.

w long have you been growing veg?
r 14 years.

What variety of vegetables can you
recommend?
Beetroot ‘Boltardy’, tomatoes ‘Gardener’s
Delight’, ‘Sungold’,’St Pierre’ (great
beefsteak), French climbing beans ‘Cobra’,
Morello’ cherries, ‘Conference’ pears.

Do you grow veg in containers?
I grow tomatoes and strawberries in raised,
free-standing containers.

Strawberry containers
I made four containers for the strawberries
earlier this year from pallets.
One pallet is sufficient material for one
container. Three to four plants per container.
I intended to fill each one with different
combinations of compost. A bought one,
a homemade compost plus filler soil and
compare the results. I did but gave up
on recording the results although one
container just filled with soil from the plot
did least well in growth and fruit. I was
pleased with the overall production (new
plants) and will carry on next year. Using
planters above the existing strawberry bed
means a) better use of available space b) any
water that falls from the planters irrigates the
plants below c) slugs have further to climb
d) easier to work on.
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James wins a
Hozelock Easy
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NEXT MONTH: Look out for more great
entries from our talented readers!

Our
sponsors

Tel 0845 402 5300
www.harrodhorticultural.com

www.hozelock.com

www.bosch-garden.com

Tel 0844 967 0303
www.dobies.co.uk

Tel 01932 253666
www.organiccatalogue.com

tel 0845 894 1599
www.wolfgarten-tools.co.uk

Hanging baskets
I acquired three baskets that were destined
for the scrap heap, 14in in diameter, and
had three brackets in my shed so I decided
to hang them from a post. This is a recycled
roof rafter which I fixed to the end of a row of
compost bins. The reason for doing this was
good use of space, decorative when growing
and a challenge to see how the plants
would do. I think the results speak
for themselves. They have been
much admired by passers by. I
planted ‘Tumbler’ tomatoes,
one in each basket lined
with coir and filled with
good quality growing
bag compost.

How do you grow one
particular crop?
Tomatoes: I sow the seed early
using good seed compost in the
greenhouse (unheated).

Seedlings are moved into 3in pots
which are housed in plastic trays. I add water
to the trays when needed and the pots soak
up the water.

When plants are strong enough and
conditions are right I plant out on to the plot,
about two feet between plants and rows,
and use strong wooden stakes to tie
plants to.

I plant through plastic pots (bottoms
removed) so that good compost can be added
when planting out. This encourages extra
roots, provides a focus for later watering and
feeding and no waste.

The ground is
prepared over winter,
plenty of manure on top

keeps weeds down and
feeds the soil.
When plants are in the

ground I add manure around
all the plants and between rows

to help keep weed growth down and
moisture in.

Finally I fix a wind shield round the
outside of the tomato patch using clear
polythene and this can be stapled to the
wooden stakes. I keep this in place until
the plants are hardened off to the outdoor
conditions and the early cold spring winds
have eased off.

I keep tying in plants to their supports
and nip out side shoots, feed and water as
required. I stop upward growth once five flower
trusses have formed. Usually good crops are
guaranteed unless blight decides to visit.

Why are you passionate about your plot?
I love the green space and go there every
day even if there is only time to have a walk
round to see how my plot and others are doing
regardless of weather, rain, snow and sunshine.

I enjoy the physical exercise, watching
plants grow, the challenge each new season
brings. I also enjoy the opportunity to set
myself challenges – a new project such as my
free-standing planters, up-and-over squashes and
hanging baskets. Also the social interaction with
other people, all ages and nationalities. Learning
about other cultures – the merits of Korean
cucumbers as opposed to traditional English
ones! Each year I grow a bed of sunflowers,
cut flowers for the house and fun for the
grandchildren and food for my four hens. They
prefer the white seeds. ■

“I love the
green space
and go there

every day even
if there is only
time to have a
walk round”
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Chillies have always held a special
place in my heart when it comes
to growing. While at uni, my
housemate used to come back after

the holidays with small potted chilli plants.
Her mother would give them to her and she
would grow them on the kitchen windowsill
all in a row with differing sizes and colours of
fruit. Obviously, she would add them to food;
and I have fond memories of eating one of her
homemade curries with a glass of milk at the
side of me, ready to cool the fire in my mouth!

FLAVOUR FIRST
I love the fact that anyone can grow a chilli plant
– all you need is a sunny windowsill. The fact
that you don’t need to use much chilli to get the
flavour, means you don’t have to grow masses of
plants. A couple of plants will usually be enough,
unless you’re one of the increasing number of
‘chilli heads’ who eat them by the bucket load.

The really hot varieties are the modern hybrids,
usually used more as a rite of passage than for
flavouring your food. Most heritage chillies have
the flavour and the heat. After all, that’s why
they are still around; we love them.
When it comes to selecting what chillies to

grow, you need to decide what you want to use
them for. If you like the heat of chilli and want
it to add fire to your cooking, you want to go
for a variety that is used as a ‘spice’. These are
usually the smaller, thinner-fleshed chillies like
habaneros or cayenne varieties, whereas if you
like milder chillies to stuff or cook whole, you
want to go for a variety that can be used as a
vegetable in its own right. These include the
jalapeño and ancho types.
I love to grow the more unusual-looking

or tasting chillies. I’m personally not that
worried about the heat of the chillies I grow,
I just make sure I don’t overdo it if it’s a
mind-blowing one!

CHILLIES?
Continuing his series on heritage fruit and veg,
Rob Smith shares some of his favourite varieties
of chilli and points out that although the heat
can be important, it’s the flavour that counts

Chillies come in many forms and colours

FREE
CHILLI SEEDS

WITH THIS
ISSUE!
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UNIQUE SHAPE
‘Bishop’s Crown’ (also known as ‘Friar’s Hat
is a variety with a name that just makes you
imagination run wild. With its domed fruit,
with 3-4 wings on the underside, this variet
is one of the most uniquely shaped chillies

have ever come across. The
lant needs a bit of space, as

t grows to around 90cm (3ft),
aving long, delicate branches
ith around 50-60 fruit
anging from them. Believed
o have evolved in Barbados,

‘Bishop’s Crown’ has a mediu
HU of 5000-15,000. I find this
hilli best to grow in a greenho
r tunnel, where it has the spa
xtend those slender branches
ake sure to add some suppo

fruit can make the branches be

STRIPED BEAUTY
A few years ago while in Atlanta,
Georgia, I came across a beautiful-
looking chilli, one of only a couple of
variegated varieties that exist. The
plant was growing in a 20cm (8in) pot
and had emerald green foliage, striped
with cream. The name of this beautiful
variety is ‘Fish’, which can easily
be grown as a house plant on the
windowsill. This old African-American
species, from before 1870, was mainly
used for seasoning fish and shellfish
(5000-30,000 SHU). The reason for
this is because each pepper starts off
as green and white fleshed, with the
white parts used to flavour the cream
seafood sauces popular at the time
without discolouring it with red/green
pieces of chilli. If you are lucky, you’ll
grow a plant with the extremely rare,
all-white pepper on it, a real treat back
in the day. However, even the normal
plants gradually turn from green/white
striped to orange/brown and then
finally red.

ONE FOR PAPRIKA
If you want the flavour of chillies without the heat, one of my favourite varieties is ‘Almapaprika’,
sometimes called ‘Hungarian Apple’. This pepper has below 500SHU (you will hardly detect the
heat) and is the variety used to make paprika! A unique plant, with erect fruits the shape of small

apples, the chillies start off as a creamy white colour, and then eventually mature to a pillar
box red. The fruits have a nice thick flesh, so are great to stuff,

yet it’s their drying ability that puts them above the rest.
Traditionally dried in the sun, I find it easier to
use a dehydrator or cool oven to dry the chopped
fruit. When it’s totally dry, you can then grind
the flesh into the distinctive red powder to
make your own home-grown paprika, which is

in a totally different league to the
shop-bought stuff.
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SUN LOVERS
Chillies are native to the Americas, and
love as much sun as you can give them
while growing, so make sure to use a
greenhouse or south-facing windowsill.
There are records of chillies in Aztec
culture from before 6500BC. However,
they are thought to have evolved in
the Caribbean and Jamaica, gradually
making their way to the mainland over
time. It wasn’t until the Spanish and
Portuguese began their quest for gold
that chillies began to move into Europe
and beyond, tucked into bags and
pockets of the explorers – explorers who
were ready to impress friends and family
at home with this new exotic spice.

One of the most characteristic
features of chillies is the varying heat
levels between varieties.
From almost no heat, to
mouth-numbingly hot, they
can all be measured. The
Scoville scale (SHU) was
developed in 1912 by a
chap called Wilbur Scoville.
It measures the amount
of capsaicin in a chilli, and
capsaicin is what causes
your mouth to feel like it’s
burning. So the higher the
level on the Scoville scale,
the hotter your chilli.

‘Fish’ produces fruit with distinctive green and
white stripes initially

‘Bishop’s Crown’ has
to be one of the most
striking chillies visually
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5CHILLIES
■ ‘ALMAPAPRIKA’ – Hardly any heat
whatsoever, this thick-fleshed variety is
the original chilli used to make paprika
in Hungary, hence its common name of
‘Hungarian Apple’. It produces apple-shaped
fruit which start off cream, maturing to red.
Fruity and rich in flavour. Available from
www.dobies.co.uk and www.sarahraven.com

■ ‘ROCOTO RED’ – This variety produces
masses of pebble-shaped fruit which ripen
to a deep red. Purple flowered, hairy
leaved and black seeded, this chilli is one
of the best to survive colder temperatures,
making it an ideal candidate to try and
overwinter. This allows you to have
increased and earlier crops the following
year. Available from www.realseeds.co.uk

■ ‘FISH’ – A beautiful variegated variety.
Both foliage and fruit are cream and emerald
green striped. The perfect size to grow as
an unusual houseplant. Traditionally used
with seafood and mentioned in the ‘Ark of
Taste’ as a variety of historical significance.
Available from www.dobies.co.uk

■ ‘BIQUINHO’ AKA ‘CHUPETINHO’ –
Reverse teardrop-shaped fruit on plants
that will grow in a 20cm (8in) container.
They produce so much that the plants look
like Christmas trees covered in baubles.
Habanero style, so quite hot for the size.
Available from www.seaspringseeds.co.uk

■ ‘PADRON’ – Traditionally used in Spanish
tapas, cooked in oil and sprinkled with
salt when still green. Not particularly hot,
but there always seems to be one that
will catch you out. Can be used small and
green, or left to mature to red when the
SHU will be considerably more. Available
from www.simpsonsseeds.co.uk

‘Padron’

‘Rocoto Red’

‘Almapaprika’

REDHEADS
Other varieties which I would recommend
you grow if you can find the seeds are ‘Rocoto
Red’ and ‘Macedonian Rezha’. ‘Rocoto Red’
are fairly hot, 30-50,000SHU. They also differ
from most chillies as they have purple flowers
and black seeds. The leaves and stems also have
a fuzz to them. No wonder! They are from the
Capsicum pubescens species which is noted for its
hairy leaves!
‘Macedonian Rezha’ is a large-fruited variety

that matures really early on for a chilli its size.
As it grows, you’ll see razor slashes appear on
the fruit, typical of the variety. It’s said that the
more slashes, the hotter the fruit, but I didn’t
really notice any difference myself as it was
HOT regardless of how many slashes it had…
(100,000+SHU).
No matter what you like from a chilli, be it

mouth-numbing heat, or just a gentle tingle,
there is certainly a variety for you. It’s also
the perfect time to start growing your chillies
(January-February), so why not add a more
unusual, heritage variety to your list?

SEA
SPRING SEEDS
If you like to grow a selection of
different chillies, you must check out
Sea Spring Seeds (www.seaspringseeds.

co.uk) in Dorset. They have more
varieties than you can shake a stick at,

including ‘Biquinho’, aka ‘Chupetinho’,
which is a fabulous little habanero variety.

This Brazilian chilli will produce hundreds of
small, upside down teardrops, which ripen to

bright red. Perfect pickled, or just thrown into
your cooking, each small heat bomb will slap you

around the face with a not-too-shy 27,000SHU.
The ‘Rocoto Red’ produces these purple flowers

The fruit of the ‘Rezha’ chilli plant develops
razor-sharp slashes on its skin

‘Fish’ ‘Biquinho’
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Andrew with a small portion
of Skea’s 2016 harvest

centres, internet companies and seed catalogues. Skea
Organics supplies most of the organic seed potatoes listed
in UK gardening catalogues – so if you buy organic, you’ve
probably been growing Skea potatoes for years.

POTATO PRODUCTION
The Scottish climate is ideal for seed potato growing because
its cool temperatures and wind patterns make it less hospitable
to a range of pests and diseases, notably virus diseases and
the aphids that transmit them. Scotland has built upon these
natural advantages by establishing stricter regulations for its
seed potato industry than would be realistic in less favourable
areas. Scottish seed potatoes have earned themselves a world-
class reputation, and this is maintained by rigorous control of
every stage of the production process.
All Scottish-grown seed potatoes originate from disease-

free ‘nuclear stock’ held in the Science and Advice for
Scottish Agriculture (SASA) collection in Edinburgh.
Seed potato growers order stem cuttings of the varieties

they require, and SASA dispatches these to one of
the approved commercial micropropagation

facilities, where the cuttings are divided and
grown in agar to produce tiny plantlets.
Once these are big enough, they’re
transferred into pots of compost and
grown on in sterile conditions. At the
end of the season, the small tubers they
have produced – known as ‘minitubers’
– are sent to the grower.
The following year, the minitubers are

hand-planted in a field. The plants yield
a crop of standard-sized tubers, which are

replanted the following year. The second year’s
harvest is replanted in the third year, and the third

crop is finally big enough to sell. This means that seed
potatoes for sale in 2017 are the end product of a process
that began in 2013.
Some of the third year’s crop is held back for replanting

– and this happens again in the fourth year. But this can’t
go on indefinitely – by the time ‘field generation five’ has
been reached, the possibility of disease creeping into the
crop has become too great, and it’s time to start over with
a new batch of minitubers. And the logistics get even more
complicated, because in order to always have stock to sell,
new minitubers of each variety have to be started off at
least every second year. “You can’t just get to generation
five and then think, oh, I’d better go and start again,”
says Andrew. “So you’ve got them coming
round in waves – by the time we’ve got
generation three for sale, we’ve got
generation one coming along behind.”
When I visited East Mains in mid-

September, the harvest was in full swing,
with tractors trundling huge wooden
crates of freshly lifted tubers into the
farmyard. Most would go straight
into cold-store in the cavernous
potato sheds. Grading and packing
only happen once a batch is ready
to be dispatched,➤

“Scottish
seed potatoes
have earned
themselves a
world-class
reputation”
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whether that’s in one-kilo nets for a seed catalogue or
25-kilo sacks for a commercial grower. The potatoes
are tipped on to a conveyor belt and inspected as they
pass along the line; anything damaged, defective, not
true to type, or otherwise substandard gets picked out
by hand, and under- and over-sized tubers are rejected
mechanically. Only perfect seed potatoes make it as far a
the bag at the end of the line.

CROPS WITHOUT CHEMICALS
The health regulations that Scottish seed potato
producers need to meet are identical for conventional
and organic crops – so how does an organic producer
manage to get their crops through the notoriously
stringent official inspections, without recourse to
insecticides and fungicides?
With virus diseases – the bane of potato production

in other parts of the world – it’s all about location and
isolation, says Andrew. At East Mains the conditions
that make Scotland perfect for potato growing are
enhanced; the farm is 150m (500ft) above sea level, mak
it even cooler and windier and – because it is therefore le
favourable for ‘ware’ (eating) potato growers – isolated from
other potato crops. Aphid numbers are so low that although
there is a soap-based insecticide that is permissible under
organic standards, the farm has never needed to use it. With
soil-borne diseases, the organic answer is a longer rotation.
Seed potato regulations only allow a piece of land to be
planted with potatoes once every six years, but East Mains
works on a rotation of 10 to 12 years by incorporating
potato growing into a mixed farming system that includ
beef cattle and barley for making whisky.
By far the most important strategy in combating

blight is to select resistant varieties, says Andrew.
Copper-based fungicides are still permissible for
organic farmers (though not for much longer) –
but the first line of defence is to select varieties that
won’t succumb to blight in the first place. Skea
Organics’ big news for 2017 is that it has now
taken on the growing of the blight-resistant ‘Sarpo’
varieties for the UK market. Previously, Sarpo seed
potatoes were produced at the Sarvari Research Trust’s
headquarters in Wales, but the trust has now delegated
side of the operation, leaving it free to focus on research
and breeding.

LIGHT-RESISTANT VARIETIES
Sarpos have spectacular blight resistance, but some

gardeners have felt that they’re perhaps not first choice for
flavour. Andrew disagrees: the original Sarpos, ‘Mira’ and
‘Axona’, make a better roast or mashed potato than many
modern varieties, and excellent chips, he says, while the
more recent introductions ‘Kifli’ and ‘Una’ offer a waxy
texture and a ‘new potato’ flavour. But, he says, there are
plenty of other varieties with reasonable resistance to try

gside them. It’s only in the worst blight years –
be one year in five or six – that the Sarpos’ ‘bomb-
of ’ blight resistance is called upon; varieties with
oderate blight resistance will give you as good a crop in
other years.

So what are the next-best varieties on the blight-
resistance front? ‘Colleen’, an Irish variety with pale
yellow flesh, is, in Andrew’s experience, the best of
the first earlies. Among the salad varieties, he’s found
that the most resistant are ‘Maris Peer’ and ‘Bambino’.
They’re quite robust varieties, so good for organic
owers or for gardeners.” For an early maincrop, he
mmends ‘Ambo’; a handsome half-red, half-white
to, it produces big baking tubers quickly, so should give
good crop before blight strikes. And if you’re looking
ate potato to store, he says, ‘Cara’ is still hard to beat.
However, everything in Skea Organics’ range has a
air degree of blight resistance. Blight-prone varieties –
Andrew mentioned ‘Maris Piper’, ‘King Edward’ and
‘Duke of York’ as particular culprits – simply don’t
last the course with an organic producer. This means
that Skea’s list is predominantly modern, although it
does include a couple of older standards, like ‘Arran
Victory’ and ‘Golden Wonder’, which have relatively
ood blight resistance. “Personally, I take ‘Arran
ctory’ home, that’s my potato of choice,” says Andrew.
great for mashing, and great for making chips and
and wedges.”

EEDING BETTER
e quest for the best varieties isn’t limited to what’s
ready out there. Five years ago, Skea Organics entered
nto a joint venture to breed new varieties for the
supermarkets. “But it’s given me a bit of a taste for it,
so I’ve also started trying to breed varieties myself,”
says Andrew. He’s got a crossing programme under
way to find improved coloured-flesh varieties, and
he also wants to create a better ‘Pink Fir Apple’. Its
istinctive flavour is an essential part of the range, he
ys – but actually getting to taste it can be a challenge.
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The Sarpo varieties still
lead the field on blight

resistance – and as of this
year, they’ll all be grown by

Skea Organics
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‘Ambo’

Once the earth has been brushed off, the tubers are
decanted into huge crates ready for storage

Dinner break for the potato harvesting team
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organically also tend to be interested in traditional and
unusual varieties. The unfortunate catch is that older
varieties are not always the best choices for organic
growing. “It’s pulling us in two different directions to
a certain extent,” says Andrew.
How to make a good range of heritage varieties

available to gardeners is an ongoing issue in the seed
potato trade. Around 10 years ago, heritage microplant
and then minitubers were made available to gardeners,
idea being that supplying to gardeners at an earlier stag
the multiplication process would make production cost-
effective. However, both innovations were short-lived.
Skea Organics started growing heritage seed potatoes in

2010. Andrew registered a number of varieties, including
‘Witchill’ and ‘Mr Little’s Yetholm Gypsy’, on the new
EU Conservation List, and brought these back into
production. Unfortunately, he says, “we found that
commercially we couldn’t make it stack up. Because it’s
a four-year process, from ordering your minitubers to
having a crop ready for sale, it’s very difficult to make
it commercially viable if you’re only selling half a
tonne. Half a tonne is 500 customers taking a kilo –
and you need to be selling two or three tonnes.”
The result is that Skea Organics is currently only

growing the most familiar heritage varieties, like
‘Highland Burgundy Red’, ‘Salad Blue’ and ‘Shetland
Black’ – and consequently, the heritage ranges in the 20
gardening catalogues are limited. However, Andrew is n
considering bringing ‘Edzell Blue’ back into production;
that was, he says, just at the threshold of commercial
viability. The moral of the story is that if we want to see a
wide range of heritage varieties available for sale, we need
to actually buy them. ■

‘Highland Burgundy’
Red Crisps

CONTACT
SKEA ORGANICS:
■ www.skea.eu ■ Tel: 01382 320453
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‘Mary’s Rose’, bred by Skea
Organics, is available to
gardeners for the first

time this year

‘Arran Victory’ is
Andrew’s personal

favourite for flavour

Pictures: Skea Organics
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We’ve all been there. Maybe
you have inherited an apple
tree with a new house. Or
maybe you have planted

a tree yourself with the best of intentions
to keep it nicely pruned. Suddenly, it’s a
few years later and the neglected tree has
become a bit of a mess. You look online, or
maybe dig out a gardening book, and find
me illustrated diagrams showing you to cut
e, here and here… sounds simple!
Armed with this and a pair of secateurs you

venture out into the garden, only to look at your
tree and decide it bears no relation to the one
in the picture. At a loss as to what to do, you
retreat back inside and tree pruning goes back to
the bottom of the ‘to do’ list.
It doesn’t have to be like this! By

understanding just a few basic principles behind
pruning – when and what to prune, and above
all why you are pruning – you can then easily
apply this knowledge to your own tree.

WHY PRUNE
Pruning has several benefits:
■ Keeps a tree which is outgrowing its allotted
space under control.
■ Removes dead and diseased wood, to keep
problems such as canker at bay.
■ Improves air and light circulation, to improve
the quality of the fruit.
■ Aesthetics – take control of the shape, so you
can make sure the tree looks balanced.

WHEN TO PRUNE
Apples (along with pears and quince) are classed
as pome fruit, and should be pruned during
the winter. When I first started working at the
nursery many moons ago, the owner would
always tell customers that winter pruning should
be done “at 2pm on Boxing Day”. While this is
great advice (an opportunity to have some fresh
air and give the tin of Quality Street a rest) in
practice any time during the winter when the
tree is fully dormant is fine.

FRUIT
PRUNING

W
m

som
here

Apples (along with pears and quince) should be
pruned in winter
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WHERE TO PRUNE
Winter pruning ENCOURAGES growth.
Wherever you prune, the two or three buds
down from the cut will grow away in the
spring in the direction they are facing. Use this
knowledge to decide which bud to prune closest
to – generally you want to prune to buds on the
outside of the branch. Prune just above a nice
healthy bud, with a clean cut – (try not to leave
any snags which will die back and can be an
entry point for disease).

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
A sharp pair of secateurs is a must. While
Felco’s are the industry standard, I prefer my
beautiful Japanese Tobisho secateurs. Although
slightly more expensive, they are a joy to
use, and take a very sharp edge. For pruning
thicker boughs, a pruning saw is invaluable.
The majority of products on offer at your local
garden centre will be fine, but, in my opinion,
Silky saws are the best you can buy (www.
niwaki.com). The golden rule is to keep your
secateurs sharp – blunt ones will damage the
stems and encourage disease to enter.➤ Whichever secateurs you use, keep them sharp!

PRUNING
BASICS
1. Prune out any dead or diseased
wood.

2. Prune out any branches which are
crossing and rubbing against each
other. Where the branches rub will
damage the bark and leave an entry
point for pests and disease.

3. Prune out any branches growing
towards the centre of the tree.
Generally you are trying to create an
open ‘wine glass’ shape, which allows
good air circulation. The fruit will also
get more sun, so should ripen better.

4. Reduce all of the new growth
produced in the previous summer by
about 50%, pruning to a bud on the
outside of the branch.

Once you have taken these four steps,
you have done all the essential work.
It’s at this point you can start to think
about the balance and shape of the
tree. Stand back and take a look. If the
tree is unbalanced, this is your chance
to help even things up. Remember
that winter pruning encourages
growth, and the harder you prune,
the stronger the growth you will get
next year. Be brave! There is very little
lasting harm you can do, and you will
learn much more by having a go and
seeing the results than by being timid.

1 2

3 4
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REJUVENATING OLD TREES
If a tree has got seriously out of hand, and you
need to remove branches that are thicker than
your wrist, the key is to do it in stages over
several years. After having carried out the four
stages outlined previously, select no more than
one-third of the thicker branches you want to
remove. Do another third next winter, and the
final third the year after. Such serious remedial
work places a lot of stress on the tree, and doing
it gradually over a number of years reduces this
stress. Hard pruning can also encourage the
growth of watershoots – the thin new growth
that reaches for the skies and makes the tree look
like a hedgehog. Not only is this ugly, but these
shoots are generally unproductive. By doing only
part of the tree at any one time, you can keep
an eye out and rub out water shoots in spring
as soon as they appear. Simply rub the young
growth off with your thumb as soon as it
emerges in spring.
The main points to remember

are that you are trying to open
up the structure of the tree,
and that wherever you
prune, the couple of buds
behind that cut will develop
and grow in the direction
they are facing. Armed with
this knowledge, I’d strongly
encourage you to have a go.
It’s not rocket science – if I can
do it, anyone can! ■

The finished tree. Although the tree crops well, the centre is starting to get a little congested. David intends to open it up more over the next few winters.

A WORD
OF WARNING!

Don’t be tempted to prune
any of the stone fruit (plums,

damsons, cherries, etc.) in
winter. The time to prune

these is in the summer, when
the spores of potentially fatal

diseases such as silver
leaf are not around.

WATCH OUT FOR
WATERSHOOTS
Watershoots can be produced at any
time on a mature tree but are particularly
encouraged if hard pruning is done to a
tree – which is why it is best to prune an
old tree over three years and not give it
just one severe prune. If you do you will
get lots of very whippy, tall, upright shoots
called watershoots growing from the larger
branches. These are often just leafy and
produce no fruit. If you get lots of these
then you can remove most of them, cutting
cleanly off at their base. A few can be left if
they are more horizontal, angled outwards
and in gaps in the tree.

You can see lots of watershoots along
the main branches of this mature tree
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Working out what you want to
plant where and when can be
something of an underrated
activity but, as Julie Moore
explains, a little planning can
go a long way in ensuring a
roductive lot

Whether you’re a new or experienced
gardener, your success can be
greatly helped by some advanced
planning ahead of the growing

season. By devoting time to planning now and a
few minutes each day during the growing season
for record keeping, you can increase your yields
and set yourself up for success in future years.
Having a coherent plan with supporting records

ou through this season and subsequent
lping you to recognise your garden’s
ate, the seasons, soil properties, the
hat grow well on your plot and those
n’t. Armed with this information, you’ll
le to identify what improvements can be
de from one year to the next.

BSERVATION
An important step in the planning
process is observation – time
spent observing now is going to
save you much effort later. If the
property is new to you, it’s always

GARDEN!
best to refrain from making any permanent
alterations for the first year in order to
experience the different seasons and the way in
which the elements of sun, rain, wind and frost
act upon your site, although the previous owners
may be able to help you fill in the gaps. You
should determine:
■ the orientation of your plot
■ frost pockets
■ direction of the prevailing wind and where the
most sheltered spots are
■ shaded areas from trees, structures and buildings
■ areas with most warmth and sunshine
■ how water moves through the site
■ soil types and drainage

GARDEN PLAN
A garden plan is essentially a map of your garden
or plot – this can be the whole area or a specific
planting area or bed. Twenty minutes spent now
with pencil, paper and a ruler making a scale
drawing of your plot will pay huge dividends in
the years to come.

can gu e
seasons, h
micro-cli
varieties
that d
be a
m

O

By planning, you’ll never
miss a planting time

p p
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Whether you’re creating a vegetable
plot from scratch or have an established
plot, design your beds on paper first – it’s
significantly easier to change your plan on
paper than move seedlings or plants around
the garden! Your cultivated area should be la
enough to grow what you will eat fresh, stor
give away. Avoid the temptation of making
plot any bigger – you’ll be setting yourself u
for disappointment as the area to maintain an
weed can quickly become overwhelming, not
to mention the food that is likely to be wasted.
It’s best to start small and create new beds in
subsequent years as you become wiser.

WHAT TO GROW
Now you have your plan, you’ll need to
determine the crops you want to grow. Although
this will depend on what you like to eat, you
do need to bear in mind the space available on
your plot. On a small plot you could focus on
growing a few high-value crops, a variety of salad
vegetables and some herbs. Growing enough for
your needs is an important consideration. To be
successful you’ll need to factor in the spacings
given on the planting instructions on seed
packets. Using techniques such as succession
planting and intercropping can make extra
harvests possible, boosting your yields.
Now you have your list of crops and spacings,

you can set out rows, blocks or beds of the crops
on your plan, taking into account any crop
rotations you’ll need to make from the previous
season and your observations of the site.
Perennials such as rhubarb and asparagus should
be planted in edge beds.

PLANNING SESSIONS
You’ll probably find that you’ll have two planning
sessions, one now in late winter which will be
used as your planting plan for the forthcoming
season, and another in late summer to reflect your
second plantings. Date your garden plans and
keep them from year to year to build up your plot
history. When you come to sell your property,
these records, along with any commitments to
organic/biodynamic methods, will only add
value. View these planning sessions as long-term
investments in more than one sense!➤

A garden plan is essentially a map of your
garden or plot – this can be the whole area or a
specific planting area or bed

Using graph paper makes it easy to draw your
beds to scale

racing paper over the graph paper and
e the outline of the beds

n
ge
or
our

Lay
tra

GRAPH
PAPER

Using graph paper makes it
easy to draw your beds to scale. Draw
your plot plan using a dark, heavy pen.
Then lay plain or tracing paper over the
graph paper and trace the outline of the
beds. Note the square meterage of each

bed next to it. By using tracing paper,
you can easily overlay one year’s garden

plan on to the next, allowing you to
plan crop rotations accurately rather

than relying on your memory of
what you planted where.

A second planning session in late summer
reflects your second plantings

Sow a row of quick-growing radishes
between onions to boost your yields
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PLANTING TABLE
Maintaining a planting table will give you details
of your crops at a glance rather than having to
wade through gardening books or seed packets
to find the information. Draw up a simple
columned chart to show the treatment each
crop requires:
■ when to sow
■ how deep
■ how far apart to plant
■ how long to germinate
■ how long to harvest

You can also jot down
quick planting and
growing notes. The chart
can be annotated to show
the actual germination
and harvest times specific to
your plot.

GARDEN RECORD
Lastly, keeping a garden record of what
actually happened on your plot is invaluable for
planning in future seasons. Be sure to keep it
simple, recording:
■ which crops and varieties you grew

■ the date sowed, transplanted and

weight (or numbers in
case of lettuces etc.)
other notes, for
example, significant
events such as weather
extremes

Noting the dates
of the last frost in
spring and the first
frost in autumn will give
ou the length of your

growing season. Knowing your frost-free dates
is critical when planning long-season crops such
as pumpkins and winter squashes or deciding
whether or not to squeeze in a late planting of a
quick-maturing crop.
I keep a record of sowing and transplanting

dates for each crop variety I grow, first and last
frosts and any weather extremes in my annual
biodynamic calendar and maintain an Excel
spreadsheet to record my harvests.
Your garden record should be maintained

daily – don’t put it off until tomorrow, you’ll
forget! This year’s garden plan will become a
blueprint for next season’s vegetable garden.

NEXT YEAR PLANNING
Your garden plan and garden record can be used
to plan next year’s vegetable garden. You’ll be
able to see:
■ which vegetables were successful and which
ones failed;
■ whether the harvest was on time;
■ was there enough space for each plant?;
■ are there crops you want to grow more or less of?
■ was there time to sow succession crops?;
■ which crops need to be rotated for next year;
■ when to sow green manure crops to improve
soil fertility.

Once you’ve updated your current
season’s map, you can start planning for the
following year. Spread out and study the
plans covering the last four or five years. This
will help you work out where to rotate the
solanaceous crops (potato and tomato family),
the cucurbits (squash and marrow family), the
alliums (onion family), the legumes (bean and
pea family) and the umbeliferae (carrot and
root family).

CLIMATE CHANGE
Over time, you’ll build up a wealth of data
applicable to your own site. Looking back
over my own records, I can see how the
climate has changed in the past decade; the
summers are becoming increasingly hotter
and drier and the growing season is now
extending well into November, some two
weeks longer than a decade ago. My records
have helped me to adapt to the changing
climate and to understand the crops that
now grow well. I also enjoy seeing how much
money has been saved by applying the local
organic cost per kilo of a particular vegetable or
fruit to my yield, while also remembering that
my crops are biodynamic – nutrient-rich food
that’s full of vitality.
We must remember that we should not take

a ‘one size fits all’ approach to our gardening –
we must each take into account our own local
conditions including soil, climate and vegetation.
By recording information relating to your own
plot, over the years you’ll have the satisfaction
and enjoyment of designing and coming to
understand something that is uniquely your plot.
Investing time now to plan ahead will make

your garden time count the most in producing
results later in the year. Start planning now in
order to garden smarter this season. ■

You’ll never miss a sowing time again if you
maintain a planting table

o

■ the date sowe
harvested

■ the
the
■
e

f
yo

Your planting table will
prompt you when to sow

your seeds

Record the date and weights of your harvests
on an Excel spreadsheet

Over time, you’ll build up a wealth of data
applicable to your own site

From my records, I know that 2012 was a
bumper pumpkin and winter squash harvest
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a
Anne Swithinbank visited Seedy Sunday, the UK’s biggest community seed swap, which takes

place in Brighton every year. Here she explains why this event is good for veg growers

Seedy Sunday and other seed swaps are
a brilliant idea. They help promote
‘heritage’ varieties, broaden our
horizons and encourage gardeners

to save their own seed. Traditional varieties are
open-pollinated as opposed to highly bred and
usually come true. You collect from the best
plants, dry it, store it, save enough for yourself
and take the rest back to Seedy Sunday as swaps.
Seeds can also be obtained by making a small
donation (usually 50p).

A SHORT HISTORY
The inspiration behind Seedy Sunday came
all the way from Vancouver, Canada. Two
members of BHOGG (Brighton and Hove
Organic Gardening Group) were on holiday
there in 2001 when they stumbled across a seed
swap organised by Sharon Rempel of Saltspring
Seeds. On their return, the gardeners instigated

Seedy Sunday
Enjoying

the UK’s first ever seed swap which took place
in Brighton, February 2002. The event (still
run by volunteers) has grown and although
the original core of seed swapping is
surrounded by all kinds of other
related stalls and events, the
ethos remains the same.

A SEEDY
EXPERIENCE
Having each paid the
£3 entrance fee, I let my
husband, daughter and
friend peruse the various
stalls and cafe while I navigated
my way to the seed swap area.
My fellow swappers were very
focused and the general form was
to wait your turn by a promising-looking
cardboard box, then have a good rummage. I

was after seven or eight packets of varieties I’d
not grown before and ended up with runner

bean ‘Crusader’, celeriac ‘Giant Prague’,
carrot ‘Karotela’, Melothria scabra

(cucamelon), tomato ‘Noire
de Crimee’, asparagus pea,
parsnip ‘Guernsey’ and pea
‘Clarke’s Beltony Blue’.
Seed potatoes sold
individually were hard
to resist too, as an
opportunity to try lots of
different varieties.
Everything was carted

back to Worthing on the
bus and finally to Devon,

with the potatoes set to chit on
February 11. All I had to do now was

complete the cycle by growing the veg and
saving some seeds.➤

“My fellow
swappers were
very focused

and the general
form was to
wait your

turn”

Anne picks up
some seedy
bargains in

Brighton
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CARROT ‘KAROTELA’ AND
PARSNIP ‘GUERNSEY’
I didn’t know these varieties – the carrot is a
‘Nantes’ type and parsnip ‘Guernsey’ is strictly
‘Guernsey Half Long’ but both were direct
sown in early May (delayed due to the cold
spring). The carrots were delicious and the
parsnip, an old variety popular during the 19th
century, has produced small but tasty roots.
Most have hit a flint and forked but we’re used
to that here.

TOMATO
‘NOIRE DE CRIMEE’
This is also known as ‘Black Krim’, a
cordon-trained variety to grow under
glass or outdoors. I sowed into a 9cm
(3½in) pot in early May, setting them to
germinate in a propagating case lightly
heated at night. Once germinated, four
were transplanted singly to 9cm (3½in)
pots and three potted into bottomless
pots sat on top of a growing bag.
Tomatoes almost always succumb to
blight outdoors here, so they were grown
under glass and cropped well. The fruits
were of average size and dark pink with
green shoulders and reddish-green flesh.
They had a delicious, sweet flavour, made
fabulous ratatouille and I’ll definitely
grow them again.

Anne picked up a selection of potato varieties
at Seedy Sunday including potato ‘Abbot’ Anne’s harvest of potatoes from a range of varieties

Flowers of
potato ‘Abbot’

Seedlings of tomato ‘Noire de Crimee’

Celeriac ready to plant out THE ‘GIANT PRAGUE’
CELERIAC
This was sown in late April under glass,
a tricky decision because if they are
planted too early in a cold spring, they
often bolt. Set out from 9cm (3½in)
pots in mid June, 45cm (18in) apart and
watered well, they reached only about
8cm (3in) across. An earlier start and
more liquid feeding might have produced
bigger roots but for texture and flavour
they could not be faulted and no veg
stock went without them.
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CUCAMELONS AND
ASPARAGUS PEAS
I grew these as novelt
and I think they’ll stay
that way. They were
fun and decorative
but not a patch on
proper cucumbers
(especially outdoor
‘ridge’ ones) or
regular peas
and beans. ➤
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RUNNER BEAN
‘CRUSADER’
This is a red-flowered,
long-podded exhibition
type and having been
started under glass,
then planted individually
around the outside of
a wigwam of canes at
the beginning of June,
delivered classic,
tasty beans.

PEA ‘CLARKE’S
BELTONY BLUE’
This was the most beautiful discovery and I
germinated these 3-4 seeds to a pot under
glass and planted them out around the outside
of a wigwam as for sweet peas. This variety
originates from County Tyrone in Northern
Ireland and dates from at least 1850. The
mauve and pink flowers and purple pods are
beautiful and the olive green peas delicious
raw or cooked. We added most of ours raw
to salads and they’d be ideal for a small veg
garden made up of containers.

Asparagus pea
flower

Runner bean ‘Crusader’ germinates

The pretty flowers of pea ‘Clarke’s Beltony Blue’

“This variety
originates from

County Tyrone in
Northern Ireland
and dates from

at least
1850”

PEA ‘CLARKE’S
BELTONY BLUE’
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SAVING SEED
Carrots and parsnips are, of course, both
biennials in the carrot family, so to save seed
you’d have to leave the plants in and allow
them to flower and set seed in their second
year. Gathering requires watchfulness, as they
need to mature and begin to dry on the plant
but you sometimes have to cut them and finish
the process indoors in an airy place if rain and
windy weather is forecast.
Peas are easy to collect, by letting pods turn

brown and then waiting for dry weather to
collect them and dry further on a tray indoors.
They are then gathered into envelopes, labelled
and placed in tins.

IN CONCLUSION
I had never bothered to save my own seed in
the past but found it compulsive and collected
some from yard-long beans, pumpkins (though
they don’t always come true if they’ve been
grown close to other squash varieties descended
from the same species) and sunflowers. I’m
now motivated to grow more open-pollinated,
‘heirloom’ crops and of course, to trade my
home-collected seed at other seed swaps. ■

Last year the Seedy Sunday took
place at the Dome Corn Exchange
but as this historic building is under
renovation, the 2017 seed swap will
take place at Brighton and Hove VI

Form College on February 5
(www.seedysunday.org)

Tomato seed is usually
fermented to wash
germination inhibitors from
the sticky coating. Scrape
the seed into a jar and half

fill with water, cover
with a breathable lid then
leave in the kitchen for
up to 10 days during which
a scum appears on the

surface. Wash
the seeds in a sieve,
dry on a paper towel or
coffee filter and when fully
dry, store.

TOMATO SEEDS IN A JAR

Anne saves
some pea pods
and dries them

on a traay
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REDUCING THE RISK OF CANCER:

THECASEFOR
CABBAGES

The notion that some of our favourite home-grown vegetables
n help protect us from the threat of cancer has been around for
decades, but is it true? Nutritionist Susie Kearley investigates
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THE CASE FOR CABBAGES

Cruciferous vegetables (those belonging
to the cabbage family or Brassicaceae)
are many and varied, and popular
choices for growing and eating.They

include bok choy, broccoli, Brussels sprouts,
cabbage, cauliflower, collard greens, cress,
horseradish, kale, kohl rabi, mustard greens, radish,
rocket, swede, turnip and watercress. As well as
being nutritious and pleasing on the palate, do they
also have a role to play in the prevention of cancer?

RESEARCH
Studies looking at this topic have delivered
mixed results: some say ‘yes’, some ‘no’, and
some ‘maybe’. The results are made more
complex by some researchers studying age
groups whose risk of cancer was low in the first
place; by stark differences in the longevity of
the studies, and by a failure to take into account
other lifestyle factors, such as exercise and overall
intake of fresh produce.
However, the evidence supporting cruciferous

vegetables as an anti-cancer food becomes much
stronger among study participants who ate
large amounts of these foods regularly. It also
increases in studies that were conducted over
longer periods. The key seems to be volume, and
making consumption of cruciferous vegetables a
long-term lifestyle choice. Some of the researchers
who did find cancer-protective effects from eating
cruciferous vegetables have argued that studies

which didn’t find any correlation were flawed, for
some of the reasons stated above.
Overall, it’s thought that your risk of cancer,

and other diseases, can be reduced by consuming
a healthy diet, rich in vegetables. And despite
the controversy, cruciferous vegetables have a
reputation for being particularly beneficial.

BENEFITS OF CABBAGES
AND THEIR COUSINS
Cruciferous vegetables are loaded with
phytoestrogens: natural plant compounds that
weakly mimic oestrogen in the body. Many
experts believe that phytoestrogens can block
the damaging effects of hormone-disrupting
chemicals present in our modern environments.
We live in a world abundant with oestrogenic

chemicals, both natural and synthetic.
In addition to our body’s natural
oestrogen, there are xenoestrogens:
compounds that mimic
oestrogen, which come from
plants, or from synthetic
chemicals used in industry,
such as PCBs, BPA and
phthalates. The plant
compounds are thought
by many, to be healthy, but
synthetic xenoestrogens are

not, and some are linked to cancer. That’s where
plant phytoestrogens can help.
Phytoestrogens from plants, such as cruciferous

vegetables, occupy the oestrogen receptor sites
on the cells, and since they are around 100 times
weaker than other oestrogens, the effect of a diet
rich in phytoestrogens is an overall reduction in
the body’s oestrogen load. This provides some
protection against hormone-related cancers such
as breast, uterine and prostate cancer, and reduces
the effects of hormone-disrupting chemicals, like
BPA in plastics, which might otherwise increase
your cancer risk.
A review of studies published in 2011, said

that an increasing number of investigations
showed that dietary phytoestrogens inhibit the
growth of breast and ovarian cancers.

There is evidence too, that the hormone-
balancing effects of cruciferous

vegetables may help to relieve
the symptoms of PMS, or the
menopause. Furthermore,
some cruciferous vegetables,
especially greens, are
rich sources of calcium,
which can help protect
against osteoporosis. So
the nutritional benefits of
cauliflowers, broccoli, leafy

greens and turnips should
not be underestimated.➤

Cruciferous veg includes many popular types
from cabbages to bok choy

The cabbage family may help to reduce the
effect of harmful environmental chemicals

Collard (young) greens contain as much calcium
as a glass of milk, but little fat

“It’s thought
that your risk
of cancer, and
other diseases,
can be reduced
by consuming a
healthy diet”
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A cup of collard greens (young tender cabbage
or broccoli) is a richer source of calcium than
a glass of milk. They’re also low fat, and full of
antioxidants and fibre.

THE SCIENCE
The National Cancer Institute says that the
nutrients in cruciferous vegetables help to
protect our cells from DNA damage, inactivate
carcinogens, prevent the spread of cancer,
and have antiviral, antibacterial and anti-
inflammatory effects.
This is because there’s another group of

nutrients in cruciferous vegetables, called
glucosinolates, which are broken down through
food preparation, chewing and digestion.
They form nitriles, thiocyanates, indoles and
isothiocyanates, which can help to protect us
against many different types of cancer. Indoles
and isothiocyanates have been studied the
most. Researchers found they inhibited cancer
development in rodents, reducing risk of bladder
cancer, breast cancer, colon cancer, liver cancer,
lung cancer and stomach cancers.
The results of human studies have been more

mixed, presumably because it’s more difficult to
control the diets and environments of human
participants, as well as the differences in study
methods as mentioned above.
However, in studies where people ate large

quantities of cruciferous vegetables, a lower risk
of prostate, lung and colon cancers was recorded.
It seems that volume is very important. The
lung cancer result was strangely only significant
among the women who took part.
According to The National Cancer Institute,

the evidence for cruciferous vegetables having
a role in breast cancer prevention seems weaker
than for other types of cancer. However, some
studies do indicate that there are benefits to be
gained from consuming cruciferous vegetables as

a preventative measure against breas
cancer. It’s also worth remembering
that these vegetables are healthy,
nutritious food that will also protect
your heart, promote good bowel hea
and support detoxification, so includ
some in your diet is a no-brainer.

OVERALL GOOD NUTR
Cruciferous vegetables are powerhou
nutrients and excellent sources of th
antioxidants beta-carotene, lutein and
zeaxanthin. They’re also rich in vitamins C, E, K,
folic acid and minerals.
Kale and collard greens are particularly good

sources of vitamin K, which helps to regulate
the body’s inflammatory response. That alone
could help reduce cancer risk where chronic,
excessive inflammatory responses are associated
with some cancers.
The high antioxidant content could also help

to stave off some cancers, as well as reducing heart
attack risk. The abundant fibre in cruciferous
vegetables supports a healthy digestive system,
and protects against bowel cancer.

RAW OR COOKED?
Freshly picked vegetables have a higher nutrient
content than those that have been in store for a
while. Eating fresh produce also ensures you benefit
from enzymes, which support nutrient absorption
in the upper digestive tract. When vegetables are
cooked, there is some enzyme destruction, but
cooking can work two ways. Although nutrients
are depleted, and some enzymes are destroyed,
heating does soften food, which makes it easier to
digest for those with delicate tummies, and can
make some of the nutrients more bioavailable. So
there’s a place for consuming both raw and cooked
foods, for optimal health.
In one study, researchers found that steaming

raw cabbage was superior to microwaving it for
the preservation of enzymes that assist digestion.

Two minutes of microwaving cabbage were
comparable to seven minutes of steaming in
terms of the number of enzymes destroyed. The
same researchers reported that the light steaming
of cabbage retained high concentrations of one
particular isothiocyanate, and a similar effect was
seen in lightly steamed broccoli.

CAN YOU EAT TOO MANY
CRUCIFEROUS VEGETABLES?
There is some controversy surrounding cruciferous
vegetables because of a hypothetical risk of them
causing hypothyroidism, but there’s little evidence
to back up concerns about an association between
the two. In principle there’s a possibility of
cruciferous vegetables in great abundance causing
hypothyroidism since some of the compounds in
cruciferous vegetables bind to free iodine, which
is important for thyroid function. However,
this concern is only relevant where cruciferous
vegetables are consumed in enormous quantities,
and some experts say cruciferous vegetables would
only be detrimental to the thyroid if there was
an iodine deficiency present in the first place –
or a lack of iodine in the diet. As a general rule
cruciferous vegetables are very healthy foods.
There was one case where an 88-year-old

woman who had been eating over a kilo of raw
bok choy daily for three months developed serious
hypothyroidism. If you’re concerned, or you have
thyroid problems and are nsur about your own
optimal iscuss
this ■
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Should you eat your greens
raw or lightly cooked?





Colin Randel, member of the
Royal Horticultural Society’s
vegetable trials forum, visits the
RHS trials grounds at Wisley
to judge and report on the
beetroot trials last year

Beetroots are incredibly
popular with gardeners – ‘Boltardy’
and ‘Detroit’ consistently remain
in the top 10. Juicing has increased

in popularity as the ‘earthy’ taste of beet is
delicious and nutritious. Cartons of beet juice
are widely available in the supermarkets, usually
with a percentage of apple added to lessen the
‘earthiness’.
Also, in more recent years, sowing F1 cultivars

at closer densities (3cm/1in apart) to produce
small, golf ball sized roots has proven popular.
In the RHS trials they were spaced further

apart (10cm/4in) to create large roots which
exhibit skin quality, shape and colour better.

THE TRIALS
The 2016 AGM trial consisted of 44 cultivars:
25 were round reds, five white, six gold,
one ‘Chioggia’, one ‘Bull's Blood’ and six
cylindrical including ‘Cheltenham’. There were
13 F1 hybrids.

SOWING AND GROWING
The seedbed pH was slightly high so sulphate
of ammonia at 100g/m2 and sulphate of potash
at 40g/m2 was incorporated on May 9 prior to
sowing on May 12 and 13.
Three half-rows of 3.6m (11ft) for each variety

was sown at 5cm (2½in) intervals and thinned
to 10cm (4in) on June 3. The trial was kept

Best beets

‘Boldor’was not awarded
an AGM but shows the
quality of modern golden
beet
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BEETROOT

watered by overhead sprinkler as necessary prior
to lifting seven roots from the centre row of
each variety for AGM judging on July 25. These
roots had their wilting leaves removed due to
the excessively hot temperatures, were weighed

WHATISANAGM?
The Royal Horticultural
Society (RHS) Award of
Garden Merit (AGM)
is given to plants that
perform reliably in the
garden. The plants are trialled, usually
at an RHS garden, and judged by a
forum of horticultural experts. At each
review, plants can have their AGM
status confirmed or removed. The AGM
list currently contains more than 7500
plants. For more information visit:
www.rhs.org.uk/plants/trials-awards

and then washed. The roots were placed in cold
store to prevent deterioration over the weekend
in readiness for our judging. A further 10 to 15
roots were freshly lifted and a root of each sliced
to assess flesh quality and if free of rings.
It was noted that the soil nutrition was not

consistent across the bed, a likely deficiency of
the vital trace element manganese, essential for
the quality production of both beets and chard.
The trial remained completely free of

bolters (running to flower) to August 15 prior
to lifting for use in the restaurant, and storing
of some roots in boxes of moist sand
for autumn displays.
Weights of the seven lifted

unwashed roots minus their
leaves varied from 1110g
( lto F1’) to 5475g (‘Action
F1’). The late maturing storing
variety ‘Cheltenham Greentop
weighed 290g since it
was nowhere
near mature.

JUDGING CRITERIA
The judges looked at root shape and uniformity,
skin smoothness, flesh colour, freedom of rings,
maturity, bolting (there were no bolters in the
trial on July 25 nor on viewing the trial on
August 15 a
summer hea
had occurre
during this
period).➤
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No awards but ‘Avalanche’ (nearest) and ‘Albina White’ (background) show white beets can be great

‘Chioggia’ – the ‘candy striped’ beet is ideal for baking

wave

Gardeners can sow beets under
cloches in March if the soil has

warmed, or sow in modules
(cell trays) for transplanting.

Sowings can continue to
early August for

‘baby beets’.

The judges assessed
the beet trial in July



GET GROWING

Harvested roots in
the crates - further

roots were lifted
as the judges

continued their
assessments

■ ‘BETTOLLO F1’ – Dutch
bred. Ideal for both baby
beet at closer spacing as well
as for full maturity. Smooth
skinned, rich red-fleshed roots,
slight tapering of some roots.
Available from DT Brown.

■ ‘BONA’ – Czech Republic
bred. An excellent quality non
hybrid for root uniformity and
smooth skin. Roots tender and
easy to cut to show excellent
flesh colour. T&M supplied
sample but available from Kings.

■ ‘SUBETO F1’ – Dutch bred.
Recent introduction. Very
smooth skinned, uniform
round roots and excellent
flesh colour and texture.
Available from T&M in their
‘Rainbow Mix’.

■ ‘TAUNUS F1’ – Dutch bred.
Long cylindrical roots for
uniform slicing much of which
is above the soil level. Smooth
skin and excellent quality
straight roots. Not yet
available to gardeners.

4 NEW AWARD-WINNING VARIETIES

Nine cultivars had their AGM
reconfirmed – ‘Action F1’,

‘Boltardy’, ‘Pablo F1’ and ‘Wodan
F1’ (all 1993), ‘Monodet’ and

‘Red Ace F1’ ( 2001) , ‘Detroit 6
Rubidus’, ‘Solo F1’ and

‘Alto F1’ ( 2005).

See page 89
for details of the
seed suppliers

mentioned
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Flat-podded peas with a crunchy, fresh taste are one of those
crops best eaten as fresh as you can get them so growing
your own is the way forward, as Emma Rawlings explains

KITCHENGARDEN
GROWINGGUIDE

SOW:
March-June

HARVEST:
June-

September

MANGETOUT

Mangetout or snow peas are bred to be eaten immature so you
eat the whole flat pod which is sweet and tender at this stage.
In a way these are a better investment on your plot than peas
for a couple of reasons. One is they are quite expensive to

buy in the supermarkets whereas frozen peas in contrast are cheaper; and the
other reason is you are eating the whole pod and so getting a lot more crop
from the plants than if you discard the pod and eat the half a dozen peas
inside. Just a handful of mangetout is a perfect amount for a side dish for
one or two people so you get better value from mangetout peas.

If you garden in an area that take
long time to warm in spring, get a
start and sow in containers or a row of

mangetout peas in a length of guttering on
a greenhouse bench. Sow in early March and

when a few inches high, and the weather
has improved, make a seed drill on the

plot that is a similar shape to the guttering
and then push the length of pea seedlings

into the drill. Firm in as best you can,
water and cover immediately

with fleece.
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MANGETOUT

GROWING ADVICE
Mangetout can be sown from about
mid-March to June and if you really love this
vegetable then stagger two or three sowings
to get maturity over a longer period.

You can sow in cell trays or direct in the
ground. If sowing in the ground, choose a
sunny spot. You don’t want the soil to be too
fertile or you may get a lot of leafy growth and
fewer pods.

Make a flat-bottomed seed drill using a
blade of a hoe or a spade to a depth of about
4cm (1½in) deep. Sow the peas in a double
row, spacing the seeds about 5cm (2in) apart.
Cover with soil and water. If you want more
rows, space them about 75cm (30in) apart.

Insert some twiggy sticks or some mesh
for the peas to scramble up and cover the
whole row with fleece to protect the emerging
shoots from pigeons.

WHY GROW?
Unlike peas which are frozen within hours after
picking and therefore retain their goodness,
mangetout are traditionally sold fresh but they
are not fresh by the time we get them. Grow
your own and you will be blown away by the
vivid green pods that will snap with a juicy
crispness and be packed with flavour
and nutrition. ➤

FAVOURITE
VARIETIES
■ ‘CAROUBY DE MAUSSANE’: A stu
French heritage variety dating back to
1800s. It has the most exquisite laven
and purple flowers, making this suitabl
growing in the flower border.

■ ‘SHIRAZ’: Another must-grow varie
This one has amazing bi-coloured
flowers followed by very deep purple
flat pods. The colour does fade on
cooking so if you want the colour to
remain, eat raw or quickly toss for just
a minute or two in a stir-fry.

■ ‘GOLDEN SWEET’: In contrast
to ‘Shiraz’ grow a few of these which
first produce deep purple flowers and
then lovely yellow pods. Very sweet
and delicious raw in a salad or just ligh
steamed or added to stir-fries.

■ ‘OREGON SUGAR POD’: One of the
most popular to grow. Produces double
pod clusters so you get good yields from
just a few plants. Very hardy and ideal for
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Mangetout peas tend to
have a softer wall to the

pod, making them suitable
for eating whole
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PROBLEMS
Keep the crop covered with fleece or fine crop
protection mesh, especially in the early stages as
pigeons will devour the young seedlings. Mice
may sometimes pinch the seeds too so watch
out even if sowing in cell trays in a greenhouse.

Fortunately, another advantage to growing
mangetout instead of peas is you have less of
a problem with pea moth. The larvae of this
pest is often found inside the chunkier pea
pod, feasting on the peas.

Mangetout
means to ‘eat it

all’ in French

You can’t beat mangetout simply cooked
and fresh. Either steam or boil but not
for too long. You still want them fresh
green and with a bit of a crunch. They
are great tossed into stir-fries or added
to risottos.

STIR-FRIED MUSHROOMS
AND MANGETOUT
These make a lovely combination. Simply
toss in a hot pan with a little oil, garlic,
grated ginger, a teaspoon or two of soy
sauce and chilli sauce, and some sesame
seeds to finish off.

p p

When the crop is finished cut off
the plants at ground level and
leave the roots in the ground.

They have nitrogen-fixing
nodules on the roots so it is

beneficial to just leave
these in the soil.

HARVESTING
Simply snap off the pods as soon as they are
ready. Try and pick over the plants every day
once they are producing pods. If you leave any
to mature you may prevent more flowers and
therefore more pods from forming. ■
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Too many gardeners are afraid of their
compost bins. The theory is that
compost is easy to make and you can
quickly produce a dark crumbly mix

that is the perfect balanced food for growing fruit
and vegetables. In practice, the bin often contains
a slimy mess or a dry one where flies breed. Some
people hesitate to raise the lid for fear of what
creatures they might find inside and others raise
it only briefly in order to fling in kitchen scraps
so they are out of sight. The idea of actually using
the contents becomes a dim and distant notion
and some people simply buy a new bin to fill
when the first one is crammed to the brim.
I would urge anyone in this situation to

regain control of the compost routine! It isn’t
hard to turn any pile into the right crumbly
mix, no matter how ugly the initial composition
may seem. It’s all down to kick-starting your
willingness to turn things around and then it’s
down to taking a few actions to kick-start the
contents of your compost bin.

Sometimes it’s all too easy to
leave your compost bin to do
all the work on its own when a
good shake-up is really what it
needs. Joyce Russell shows you
how to go about it

KICK-STARTING
YOUR COMPOST

THE RULE
OF THREE
To make good compost you
need three things:

1. Layers of organic waste
alternating between
nitrogen-rich material (green
stuff and kitchen scraps
fall into this category) and
carbon-rich material (brown
twiggy stuff, straw, and
cardboard fall into this
category). Of course, this
is an over-simplification
because all organic material
contains carbon, so some
plant material already has
a good balance between
carbon and nitrogen, but
it helps to give an idea
about layering.

2. Enough air to allow the
right microbes to work.

3. Just enough water
to keep the heap
damp without making
it soggy.

When starting a
heap from scratch you
might get this right and
remember to sandwich
every 15cm (6in) layer of
grass clippings between
layers of straw or crushed
cardboard egg boxes. You

might remember to add
lime to sweeten the mix
and manure to boost the
nitrogen. In fact, you might
become addicted to the
science and produce the
best weed-free compost
that you might wish, but
until that point we can
look at some facts and
see how to save the less-
than-perfect contents of
existing bins.

Aim to build layers of suitable materialsAim to build layers of suitable materials
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BUY AN ACTIVATOR
There are many products available in
powdered or concentrated liquid form. Simply
scatter or dilute as directed and water over the
compost pile. This can be repeated as more
material is added to the heap. There is some
chance of this working alone on a reasonably
constructed heap, but if the contents of your bin
are slimy and foul, it’s a big ask for a poured-on
activator alone to turn things around. Turn the
heap and use the activator over layers as the new
pile is assembled.

MIX IT UP
AND ADD AIR
■ Organic material breaks down faster if air
is present than if it isn’t.

■ A compost pile heats from the centre
and it is all too easy to end up with a
rotted central core while outer material is
untouched. Mixing things around a bit will
always kick some life into a stagnant heap.

■ A ‘tumbling’ compost bin aerates the
contents when turned and almost always
produces good compost.

1. TURN AND REBUILD THE HEAP
If you have a two-bin system, and one bin
is empty, then this simply comes down to
turning the contents of the full bin into the
empty one. The newer additions at the top
will end up at the bottom of the new heap
and the lower layers of the bin will end up
on the top. Use a fork to loosen up any
large clumps. You can add extra layers of
manure etc. as you progress, but even if you
don’t add anything, the addition of air will
speed things up.

2. USE A TOOL TO MAKE HOLES AND
STIR THE CONTENTS
You can buy a compost aeration tool that
pushes down into the pile. Twist it and
the folding arms at the base will stir the
compost around. This can be hard to do in
a solid pile, but any tool that pushes down
into the heap will create an air channel: try
a stout stick, crowbar, or long-tined fork if
nothing else. This gives best results if an
activator – such as urine, a bit of compost
from an active heap, or a commercial
product – is dropped into the holes you
have made.

3. LIFT THE BIN
Many plastic bins are shaped with the lower
part much wider than the top and many
have no base, but just sit on the ground so
worms etc. can crawl inside. These bins can
be rocked loose and lifted off the contents
with a small bit of effort. It is much easier to
work with the exposed contents, rather than
trying to pull them out through a small door
at the base. Move the bin to one side and
turn the pile back into it again.

ADD NITROGEN
A heap of garden and kitchen waste is
more likely to have too little nitrogen than
too much. If the balance isn’t right then the
heap won’t rot.

1. ANIMAL MANURE
Cow, pig, goat, sheep or horse manure are
all excellent additions to a stagnant heap.
Add a layer or two as the heap is turned and
things should start to heat up pretty quick. If
you don’t want to turn the heap, then at least
make a few holes and put a layer of poultry
manure over the top: these bird droppings
are very high in nitrogen and particularly
potent activators. Water over the manure
capping, or mix manure in a bucket of water
and pour this on. The nitrogen-rich liquid will
wash down into the pile and get to work.

2. URINE
This is a superb compost activator so don’t
get picky when the garden calls. Use a
chamber pot and empty the contents over
the heap, or invite any men in the house to
visit the bin direct. ➤

Make holes in stagnant compost and
incorporate air

Turning a heap will always help

Invest in a potty and use it well!

ABOVE: Consider adding a few cowpats if
a farmer permits! LEFT: Poultry manure is a
potent activator

Follow instructions on bought products
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KEEP IT WARM
It can be hard for compost to reach high enough
temperatures through the colder months of
the year. You can swaddle a bin in insulating
material, or line a wooden structure with
insulation board. Use bubble wrap, or thin foil
insulation roll, to provide a good amount of
warmth. Pack straw into a chicken wire frame
for a more natural approach.
A word of warning: wait for the pile to warm

up before adding insulation. You could trap cold
into a frozen pile and make it slow to thaw.

WORMS
Every good heap has plenty of worms but it can
take a while for a population to build up. Move
a handful of worms from one heap to another;
scatter them round the edges and over the top.
The heart of the pile should start to heat soon
and worms will naturally move to survive in the
cooler extremities. It’s only as the heap cools that
worms really do their work.

GET THE WATER RIGHT
It is good practice to cover a compost heap and
especially so in the wintertime. If you don’t, and
you live in an area of high rainfall, then all the
potential goodness of the pile can be washed
away. A sodden heap will never break down to
give the desired crumbly mix, but a covered pile
can soon dry out if the lid is watertight. Take a
look from time to time and sprinkle on water
as needed to damp everything down. Check

■ Put stems and twiggy
material in the base to create
air pockets and prevent the
layers above from packing
down too tight. Chop these into
smaller pieces if used higher in
the heap.

■ Build in layers of green
and brown material. Don’t
just fill with kitchen scraps
and weeds. Don’t make any
layer deeper than 15cm (6in).
Grass clippings will turn slimy if
stacked too deep.

■ Add lime if needed to
balance the effects of acid soil
and plant debris.

■ Add a few scoops of good
compost from an old heap to
a new one. This introduces a
whole host of organisms that
can get to work straight away.

■ Once the compost is made
it can be put into sacks and
the bin is then free to start
composting again.

■ The best tip of all is not to be
afraid of your compost heap.
Embrace the challenge and take
an hour if needed to stir things
up, make a few additions, and
set the contents back on the
right track again.

through the door at the base to make sure
excess water can drain away and the contents
aren’t waterlogged.
You can buy insulating covers for an open

bin, or make your own covering. A square of old
wool carpet used to be advocated for this job,
but with the use of chemical treatments, and
contaminant walked in on shoes from outdoors,
this is no longer recommended. ■

SOME TIPS WHEN BUILDING A COMPOST HEAP

BELOW: Add lime if needed to
sweeten the mix

Use stems and twigs in the base to aerate the mix
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WE DIG INTO THE WORLD WIDE WEB TO HARVEST GREAT WEBSITES, BLOGS & TWEETS

PLANT AN
APPLE TREE
If you’re buying a bare-rooted tree,
Adam Frost explains how to go about
planting one. Choose an open, frost-free
site and plant November through to
March. Don’t plant above the rootstock
joint which is grafted on to the main
stem, and think about a pollination
partner. Plenty of practical tips here to
get your tree off to a good start!
http://bit.ly/2eYEo3l

TWITTER

BBC Springwatch
Sometimes beauty comes in tiny
packages... This is a rosemary beetle
and was accidentally introduced to

the UK in the 1990s. An
unwelcome visitor if you’re
a gardener, but they are
rather lovely looking!

KitchenGardenMagKitchenGardenUK@GrowWithKG /kitchengardenmagazine

KIDS CLUB
A smashing site to really get
the kids interested in fruit and
veg is www.greatgrubclub.
com. Packed with interactive
games, quizzes and activities
designed to stimulate interest
in growing and cooking fruit
and veg, this site has lots to
offer. So one activity gets them
to pack their own lunch for a
week (virtually, of course),
with healthy food options.
Or meet Mixer, the Grub
Club chef with his (or her?)
novel ‘snackwise’ recipes,
including a fruit scone family,
funny face pizzas and yummy

EEK SEEKERS TAKE NOTE
f leeks are your thing then you’ll be pleased to hear that
there is a Leek Appreciation Society which has www.
discoverleeks.co.uk as its internet portal. You’ll find
a page of fun and quirky facts about leeks, as well
as nutritional information highlighting how good it is
for you with its vitamins B, C and K. The strength of
this website, however, is its leek recipes, all colourfully

presented with ingredients lists and detailed cooking
structions as you might expect. So why not try a leek
chicken cassoulet or a leek and spelt risotto? Finger

g good or what?

SOWING:
TOP TIPS
Before the sowing
season gets into full
swing, it might be a good
idea to check that you’re
going about sowing your
seeds in the right way and
you avoid some common
pitfalls. This blog from
www.simplyseed.co.uk
offers 12 very useful tips.
Here’s just a snippet:

“Oxygen is vital to the
germination process. Until
seedlings have leaves to
enable them to use energy
received from the sun, they

rely on the food
reserves in the
seed combined
with oxygen

found in the soil to
grow new cells. This

is why you should always
use a light-textured potting
medium to start seeds, and
why overwatering can cause
seeds to rot instead of grow.
Using room temperature
water, apply just enough
water to lightly dampen
the surface if it’s dry, and
wait a minute or two to
see if water flows through
the containers and pools
around the bottom. Seeds

are very sensitive to the
extremes of overwatering
and underwatering. In
addition, heavy-handed
watering can disturb newly
germinated seedlings.”

For more on this go to:
http://bit.ly/2fWG2rf
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cat mushrooms. The site is
organised into the following
categories: Grow It! Know It!
Move It! Cook It! Play it! so
the emphasis is on doing and

amounts to a super resource
for children of primary school
age. (Quite fun for adults too
so make sure you let the kids
get a look in first.)

steve mercer
@stevemercer4
Tip of the day. Newspapers are a great
addition to the compost heap. In some
cases best without actually reading them..

p y



An ‘Egg & Chips’ plant? Really?
Okay, there’s a bit of poetic licence
going on here from Thompson &
Morgan, who have produced this

rather novel two-in-one plant. Hand-grafted,
‘Egg & Chips’ combines aubergine (or ‘eggplant’
as it is referred to in the US) above and potato
below (hence chips). This follows on from
T&M’s other two-in-one, the ‘TomTato’, which
combines tomato and potato.
The young plants arrived in May 2016,

accompanied by very detailed (and helpful)
instructions. The one I had was placed in the
polytunnel for a couple of weeks till I got
round to potting it on, probably a bit later
than I would have liked.

CONTAINER GROWN
Ideally, ‘Egg & Chips’ should be grown in a
40-litre container at least 50cm (20in) in
diameter. Fill these with multi-purpose compost,
pop in your plant up to the second leaf of
the aubergine, water in and away you go. My
container was more like 25 litres (the biggest
I had available). I kept the plant in the
polytunnel throughout the growing period
as I thought the warmth would be more
conducive for the production of the aubergines.
Alternatively, you can plant outside in
well-drained, fertile soil, as you would potatoes
(after the risk of frost has passed).

AFTERCARE
As the plants develop you will need to stake
them in (as you would your everyday aubergine
plant) to provide support. After a while you
will find that potato foliage will emerge from
the soil – these have to be pinched out at soil
level so that energy is not lost in the production
of potato flowers and fruit. To get the best
results it’s also important to feed the plants with
tomato food every couple of weeks once the first
fruit has set. Keep the plants well watered and
add more compost to the top of the container
if tubers start to show through. Once the
aubergines have finished, cut back the stems
down to soil level and wait for a couple of
weeks before lifting the potatoes.

VERDICT
I have to say that the
aubergines were impressive,
both in quality and quantity
– much better than some of the aubergine-
only plants that I grew last year. I must have
harvested at least three large aubergines and
three medium sized. The potato yield, however,
was less than I was hoping for – the T&M
website says to expect up to 2kg (4½lb) – mine
was more like 1kg but maybe I should have
grown them in a bigger container.
Overall, ‘Egg & Chips’ is an interesting

concept and fun to grow so if it’s something
you’d like to try, plants are available from www.
thompson-morgan.com, £14.99 (9cm pot). ■
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The ingenuity of plant breeders never ceases to amaze, so when some young ‘Egg & Chips’ plants
arrived at the KG offices we were keen to try them out. Tony Flanagan explains what happened with his

New
varieties
on test

‘EGG&CHIPS’
If growing outside, pinch
out the top of the main

stem once 4-5 fruits have
been produced.
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Who doesn’t enjoy sowing and it won’t be too long before we are tearing open those seed packets. With
this exciting prospect in mind KG editor Steve Ott has some simple ideas to make the task a little easier

ASIMPLESOWINGKIT
lying around in the shed – but they could be
picked up cheaply if you had to buy them.
A simple tamper is ideal for lightly

firming and flattening the compost
in seed trays and pots prior to
sowing. I start most of my
veg in pots and trays, so use
these often. A round one is
ideal for round pots and a
square one for square pots
and trays. Rounding the
corners off a little ensures a
snug fit into the corners of
the tray, but is not essential.
I have made two small tampers
here, but you could make a larger
square one to cover an entire seed or
half seed tray if you wish.
The second handy tool I have made here is a

multi-dibber for making rows of holes in a seed
tray. Of course, you can space the pegs to fit any

You can buy lots of
gadgets to help make
sowing that little easier
and more successful, but

it’s always nice to make your own –
especially if Father Christmas failed
to leave them under the tree. These
very simple little projects were
made partly from recycled bits

and bobs and partly from
things that were

of your favourite trays such as Rootrainers or
15-cell trays and here too you could make one to

fit an entire tray if you have lots of seeds
to sow or young plants to prick out.

If you are better at DIY than me,
you could sharpen the pegs
or perhaps use the ends of
plastic dibbers cut off and
screwed or stuck to the
wood. However, I actually
prefer the pegs flat at the
base as I find seeds tend to
go too deeply into the soil
with points.
The pegs can be long or

short, but if you make them
suitable for seeds that need burying

deeply or for the roots of young seedlings,
you can still use them for smaller seeds by simply
pushing down a little less on the compost to
make shallower holes.

“You can
space the pegs
to fit any of

your favourite
trays such as
Rootrainers or
15-cell trays”
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STEP 1: Take a tray or cell tray insert of
a size that you most commonly use and
cut a piece of timber (this is a piece of
18x45mm) so that it fits snugly inside.

STEP 2: Decide at what spacing you want
your pegs. I made mine a row of five to
fit evenly across a half seed tray. This
might involve a bit of simple maths and
head scratching!

STEP 3: Drill holes at the marked points.
The doweling I used was 12mm in diameter
so I used a 12mm drill and drilled down to
half the depth of the timber section.

STEP 4: Having cut 5 lengths of dowel 3cm
long I dripped a few drops of wood glue
into the holes and used a rubber mallet to
force the dowels into the holes.

STEP 5: A hole was then drilled into the
other side of the timber and a handle,
made from the same doweling, was
hammered into place as before.

STEP 6: As an optional extra I marked the
handle with 1cm gradations so that the
tool could be flipped and the handle used
as a longer dibber/rough measure.

This really couldn’t be easier and of course
you can make your tamper from any flat
piece of wood, such as plywood or solid
timber. I went for a rustic look, using a dry
log which had been stored all summer, plus
as a handle a piece of hazel from one of the
shrubs I keep in the garden for their beauty
and as a handy construction material.

STEP BY STEP MAKING A TAMPER

STEP BY STEP MAKING A MULTI-DIBBER

STEP 1: Use any suitable saw to cut a
roughly 13mm (½in) slice from the end of a
hardwood log, ensuring the surfaces are as
flat and even as possible.

STEP 2: For the handle of my tamper I cut a
20cm (4in) section from a piece of hazel that
had been pruned from a shrub last year, and
again was thoroughly dry.

STEP 3: A hole was drilled through the
middle of the wooden disc or slice to
prevent the wood from splitting when a
screw was passed through it.

STEP 4: Screw through the disc and into
the handle. If the wood is hard and the
screw head protrudes you may wish to use a
countersink on the hole first.

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

5 6



Chris Margrave, head gardener at the beautiful Clumber Park, reveals the many exciting new
developments that have been taking place at the four-acre haven for kitchen gardeners

Clumber
strength

to strength

GOES FROM
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Over the past decade the gardens team at
Clumber Park in north Nottinghamshire
has been bringing the four-acre walled
kitchen garden back under cultivation.

It now boasts beautiful colour-themed herbaceous
borders and a magnificent fully restored 450ft long
range glasshouse, grows a wide range of vegetables,
including the unusual, such as scorzonera, achocha
and sea kale, and in 2013 received National Collection
status from Plant Heritage for its collections of rhubarb
and apples in recognition of their national significance.

THE RHUBARB COLLECTION
The National Rhubarb Collection at Clumber is the
second biggest collection of culinary rhubarbs in the
world and now numbers more than 130 varieties.
These include early 19th century varieties such as
‘Buck’s Early Red’ and Victorian rhubarbs ‘Linnaeus’
and the well-known ‘Victoria’ and 20th century
varieties raised at Stockbridge House Experimental
Horticulture Station at Cawood near Selby in
Yorkshire in the 1960s and 70s, including
‘Stockbridge Arrow’ and ‘Cawood Castle’.

By early May the variation in physical characteristics
between varieties becomes noticeable. Leaves may be
smooth or hairy, arrow shaped or rounded. Stalk skins may
be green, pink or red coloured, so too the flesh. Sadly, most
gardeners will be offered a very limited choice of rhubarbs,
probably ‘Timperley Early’ and ‘Victoria’. Both are
reliable and worth growing, the former is good for forcing.
‘Cawood Delight’ has decorative red stems and makes a
good outdoor rhubarb.
We are constantly on the lookout for

rhubarbs. There are about a dozen culin
varieties, once grown in Britain and his
important, that we are keen to have, an
which we believe we may have a source.

Rhubarb ‘Victoria’ is a
good cropper and remains
popular today

Many of the old walls are
lined with cordon-trained
fruit trees and the beds
with space-saving espaliers
as dividers

Picture: National Trust
Images/Stephen Robson
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Chris harvests some superb
parsnips from the kitchen
garden
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APPLES A-PLENTY
Clumber’s National Apple Collection keeps alive
varieties from Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire,
Leicestershire, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. ‘Bramley’s
Seedling’ excepted, most varieties are vulnerable, as
they are not suited to modern food production methods
because they may bruise easily or produce irregularly
shaped fruits. This doesn’t make them inferior varieties.
They have been bred for localities with their unique
combination of geology, soil and climate which give rise to
their signature flavours. If we were French, we would call
it ‘terroir’.
There are some excellent varieties for home growing.

Among the dessert kinds are ‘Ribston Pippin’, ‘Bess Pool’
and ‘Allington Pippin’. As with the rhubarbs, we have a list
of ‘lost’ regional apple varieties and look to the experts in
the Northern Fruit Group and the East of England Apples
and Orchards Project to source these.

OUTLAWED AND HERITAGE VEG
We contribute seed of endangered vegetables to the
Heritage Seed Library. This seed saving scheme aims
to keep alive heritage varieties and has been a means of
allowing these wonderful old varieties to be grown as it has
been illegal to market and sell many of them unless they
were on national seed lists, for which a testing fee has to
be paid. In effect, this made such varieties ‘outlaws’, so it
is fitting that Clumber, on the northern edge of Sherwood
Forest, grows them.
The vulnerability of heritage varieties is typified by

celery ‘Clayworth Prize Pink’, named after the village
of Clayworth, situated 12 miles east of Clumber Park,
which was once noted celery growing territory. It is a
typical trench variety with deep pink stems, whose colour
intensifies with the cooler autumn weather. No UK seed
merchant now offers this variety for sale, so we have begun
saving seed in order to keep this variety alive so that it may
once again be grown by gardeners.

ABOVE: the garden is host
to a wonderful collection of
local fruit varieties.

LEFT: Clumber’s crop of
old trenching celery variety
‘Clayworth Prize Pink’

RIGHT: Apples have
signature flavours and
there are some excellent
varieties available for
growing at home

BELOW RIGHT: Heritage
tomatoes in the Long
Range greenhouse

BELOW: The conservatory
links the two ‘arms’ of the
wonderful greenhouse
range and is now fully
restored.
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APPLES
1. To choose a
variety, go to
an apple day
event. The best
will have apple
varieties for you
to taste and
apple experts
to advise which
are best for
your area.
2. Specialist fruit nurseries offer the widest choice
of varieties and will usually supply bare root plants
mail order between November and March.
3. A one-year-old plant, sometimes called a
‘maiden’, will provide good results. It can be
trained into whichever tree shape you prefer.
Older trees will have been part-trained into a
particular shape and will be more expensive than
a one-year-old tree.
4. When buying, it’s essential to know what
rootstock your apple has been grafted on to, as
this will determine how big your tree will grow.
Two rootstocks suitable for smaller gardens are
MM106 and M26. Trees on these will grow to
around 15ft and 12ft tall respectively.
5. Apples need another, different variety to
pollinate their flowers and produce fruit. If you
have another apple variety in your garden, or in
a neighbour’s garden which flowers at the same
time as your apple tree, pollination should be
okay. Crab apples also make great pollinators.
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RHUBARB
1. Buy from
reputable suppliers.
Named varieties
should have been
propagated by
division, as they are
not guaranteed to
come true to type
if grown from seed.
The one exception
is ‘Glaskin’s
Perpetual’.
2. Don’t harvest
any stalks in the
first year after
planting. Allow the plant to develop all its stalks
to enable it to build up a strong root.
3. Feed your rhubarb in early spring with a
fertiliser high in nitrogen.
4. Pull the stalks off cleanly when you harvest.
Don’t cut them off with secateurs, as this will
leave a soft stub which may rot and may cause
rotting in the crown of the plant.
5. Stop harvesting rhubarb stalks at the end of
July. This will allow more stalks and leaves to
develop to photosynthesise and build up the food
reserves in the over-wintering root. You will then
get a better crop.

CHRIS’SGROWINGTIPS

THE GLORIOUS GLASSHOUSE
The magnificent long range glasshouse, constructed more
than 100 years ago, runs the entire width of the garden
and, at 450ft, is the longest glasshouse cared for by the
National Trust. It is a listed building and since 2006 has
undergone regular restoration and repair work, most
recently to the palm house section in 2014. It grows grape
vines, figs, peaches and nectarines and usually peppers,
melons, cucumbers and aubergines during the summer,
plus heritage tomatoes. Three of the more noteworthy are
‘Jersey Devil’, which has red skinned, elongated pepper-
shaped fruits, ‘Russian Black’ which bears distinctively
flavoured fruits with dark red skins and black flesh, and
‘Cream Sausage’, as the name implies, creamy skinned and
the shape of a plump sausage. ■

Pristine and productive
vines in the restored
glasshouse. ‘Buckland
Sweetwater’ is just one of
the varieties grown

There is a whole lot of
rhubarb to pull at Clumber
through the spring and
summer!
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Not a year goes by when we’re told
how much money growing our
own fruits and vegetables can save
us. If you run an efficient allotment

the savings can run into hundreds of pounds a
year. The trouble is these hard-won savings are
all-too-easily eroded by all the gadgets, gizmos
and gear needed to get you there! There’s seed
pots and trays, plant labels, crop protection and
plant supports to name just a few. But with very
little extra effort it’s possible to reuse many items
of would-be rubbish to boost your growing
without bothering your wallet!
I’m sure most of us already do some recycling

in the garden – even making your own compost
can be classed as recycling, as old plants are
transformed into organic matter, which can then
be used to feed the next generation of crops.
Here, then, are a few ideas to save you a bit of
money. Some of them you’ll have seen before,
while others may well raise an eyebrow and
ignite your creative spirit.

IN THE POTTING SHED
The best place to start on our mission to make-
do is in the potting shed: the pots, seed trays and
labels that form the starting point for so many of
our precious seedlings. This is where a peer into
the recycling bin can yield many fruitful returns!
Old yoghurt pots and cartons can make

excellent pots as soon as drainage holes have
been punched, drilled or skewered into their
base. I find that a sharp metal kebab skewer
works well, but a drill with appropriate-sized
drill bit is even more efficient; simply place
the pot on to a wooden block for support then
drill down to make your holes. Fruit punnets,
including the ones that tomatoes are sold in,
work brilliantly as ready-to-go seed trays. Many
already have holes in the base, so all you need to
do is fill with compost and sow.
I don’t know about you, but I go through a

legion of pots as the peak of sowing gets under

way. This is where homemade biodegradable
pots come into their own. The simplest pots are
toilet roll tubes, which thanks to their longer
length are ideal for deeper-rooted plants such as
peas, beans or sweetcorn. Pack them into trays
so they are huddled cheek by jowl and they’ll
support each other as the tubes absorb water
and become more fragile. Or make a base for
your toilet tube pots by cutting half-inch slits
into one end of each tube at three, six, nine and
12 o’clock. Now fold the four flaps into each

other alternately, just like the closed end of a
cardboard box, to create a secure base.
Another excellent way of making lots of pots

is to conjure them up from old newspaper. It’s
an incredibly easy-to-get technique that will
yield many pots as and when you need them.
Follow the step-by-step on the facing page. The
pots may seem a bit flimsy, but as soon as they’re
filled with compost they become sturdier. By
using different-sized jars as your ‘mould’, you
can make different-sized pots.

Keep toilet roll tube pots secure by packing them cheek by jowl into a tray. They’re great for
seedlings such as peas, beans and sweetcorn

Growing your own food can be as cost-effective as you choose. By raiding the recycling bin you
can reuse many items, transforming them into handy garden helpers and saving you lots of your
hard-earned money in the process. Benedict Vanheems shares a few ideas to get you started

Recycling
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SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

Make different sizes of paper pots by using
different-sized jars as your mould

Drill or skewer drainage holes into yoghurt pots
and other recycled containers
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All biodegradable pots can, of course, be
planted straight out as they are. The pot will
rot away and the roots of the plant will break
free into the surrounding soil. It’s an ingenious
method with no waste whatsoever.

CURIOUS CONTAINERS
Visit any of the summer flower shows and
you’ll see a legion of repurposed household
items turned into creative containers. On my
various visits to Chelsea and Hampton Court
Palace Flower Shows I’ve seen the following
planted up with all manner of fruits, salads
and vegetables: colanders, wellington boots,
laundry baskets, an old butler sink, milk
churns, water tanks, chests of drawers,
rubble sacks… the list goes on! Essentially,
just about anything can make a quirky
container for your crops.
There are a few golden rules when it comes

to left-field containers. Firstly, you’ll need to
make sure they have enough drainage holes in
the base. Many would-be containers naturally
have a means for drainage – a colander for
example. Others will need holes drilled into
the base. If the container is metallic or made
of treated wood then it’s probably wise to line
it with plastic, such as an old compost sack,
first. This will prevent any potentially harmful
chemicals from leaching into the compost that
your edibles are growing in.
Finally, consider the size of your container.

Deeper rooted crops such as carrots will need
deeper pots, while cut-and-come-again salads,
for example, can grow in fairly shallow pots with
as little as 10cm (4in) of compost.➤

STEP 4 Now place the
open side down. The
newspaper that is sticking
out above the bottom of
the jar can now be folded in
to create the base.

STEP 5 With the ends
folded in, ease out the jar
a fraction then firm up the
base by pinching along the
edge to create a flat base
to the pot.

STEP 6 Remove the jar, turn
the pot right side up then
fold in along the crease you
made earlier to stiffen up
the rim of your pot. Fill with
compost and sow.

STEP BY STEP MAKE A PAPER POT

STEP 1 Using a jar as a
guide, begin by cutting
strips of newspaper slightly
taller than your jar. Fold
a flap along the length of
each strip.

STEP 2 Unfold the flap to
leave a crease then place
your jar at one end of the
newspaper strip. Place the
open end of the jar at the
crease side.

STEP 3 With the open
end of the jar protruding
slightly, carefully roll the
newspaper strip to the end.
Hold the newspaper tightly
closed.
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Many old containers lend an immediate
rustic effect. Catering-sized food tins look great,
especially if you can grow something in it related
to its original contents: cherry tomatoes in an
old plum tomato can or dwarf French beans
in a baked bean tin, for instance. Containers
can easily be jazzed up with a little paint or
decorative motif added flair.

OUT FROM THE COLD
I’m sure you’ve probably used clear plastic drinks
bottles cut in half as miniature cloches. Bottles
large and small can be reinvented this way. Use
the top half and you even have a built-in vent in
the form of the screw-top cap! Keep the bottle
cloches from blowing away by burying them
into the soil or pushing a length of bamboo cane
through the middle.
To protect tender plants that have been

recently planted out create a cosy microclimate
by simply cutting off the top and bottom of a
bottle to create a sleeve. Slip it over your plant to
deflect the wind and avoid the springtime chill.
This method has the added benefit of preventing
plants from wilting due to the wicking effect of
sustained wind.

GUTTER THEM UP
Use lengths of guttering to start peas off.
Fill with compost then sow your seeds
about 3-5cm (1-2in) apart. When they’re
ready to plant, simply dig a gutter-shaped
trough and carefully slide out the compost
and pea seedlings, section by section.

POLY GOOD
Polystyrene coffee cups make excellent
containers because of their insulating
properties. For drainage, poke holes
into the base or pinch and tear holes at
the base of the sides.

LOTS OF LOLLY
Save old ice-lolly sticks for convenient
plant labels. Or make labels from white
yoghurt pots by cutting vertically down
the pot to create label-width sections.
Cut free from the base then they’re
good to go!

Use a length of bamboo cane to stop bottle
cloches blowing away

This sleeve, cut from a plastic bottle, will keep the
young squash snug from wind until it establishes

Alkathene pipe pushed on to upright metal bars makes great hoops. Cover them in fleece or, as
here, butterfly netting

Old cans can be very attractive containers, but
line them with plastic before planting up

A riot of edibles spills from a repurposed chest
of drawers
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BIRD PROTECTION
CD YOU LATER!
Hang CDs from string. As the discs catch
the light they will unnerve the birds, helping
to protect seedlings from hungry beaks.

RUFFLED FEATHERS
Spike salvaged feathers into potatoes
then thread through string and hang
up. Is it a bird? Is it a potato? No – it’s
something far scarier!

BASKET CASE
Simply flipping a hanging basket cage
over young plants such as this squash
can protect them. You can drape fleece
over the basket on cold nights.

STEP BY STEP MAKE A FISH BOX COLD FRAME

STEP 1 Place your seedlings into a
polystyrene fish box. If they are still young,
you can simply pop the lid over them at
night to protect from the cold.

STEP 2 When the seedlings are taller and
no longer fit, create a mini cold frame. Flex
lengths of old water pipe into the corners to
create two arches.

STEP 3 At night, cover the arches with a
doubled-up layer of horticultural fleece. Tuck
the sides in under the box. Remove during
the day.

Cold frames can make for a satisfying DIY project

Other ideas for protecting plants from the
cold include reusing bubble wrap as insulation
around pots to stop roots from freezing, or
around terracotta plant pots to stop them from
cracking in extreme cold. Bubble wrap is also
an excellent choice for laying over seed trays as a
temporary blanket on cold nights.
Large sheets of protective plastic sheeting

can be turned into low tunnels. Use lengths
of plastic piping for the hoops, secured on to
upright posts or metal bars for rigidity. Join the
hoops at the top with a ridgeline pole made
from more piping or a bamboo cane, all held
together with cable ties. Then drape the plastic
sheet over the top, weighing it down at the edges
with stones or bricks. For a more immediate
solution, sheeting can be popped on to upright
canes topped with protective caps such as old
tennis balls.

IN THE FRAME
Every garden should have a cold frame and with
a little DIY skill it’s straightforward enough to
make your own. For this you will need an old
window that is capable of being attached to a
wooden frame. The frame is made to measure
the window, with the back of the cold frame

higher than the front to allow the window to
slope towards the sunshine. Hinges will attach
the window to the frame, while a handle will
make lifting the lids that much easier.
Polystyrene fish boxes make excellent

miniature cold frames if you’re not up for
any DIY. The boxes are easily obtained
from fishmongers, many supermarkets and
restaurants, who will often be only too pleased
to offload them on to you! Fish boxes offer a
number of handy features. Their white surfaces
reflect light back on to the seedlings. The
walls are highly insulating, so there’s genuine
protection against the cold. And it’s very simple
to just pop the lid on during cold nights. When
the seedlings grow taller into young plants just
adapt the fish box by adding hoops and securing
a lid of horticultural fleece snug over the top:
very versatile and very effective.
There are many other ways to recycle in the

garden. It’s a bit of a cliché but a very true one:
you’re only limited by your imagination. Get
creative and crafty and you have the potential to
dramatically reduce your gardening costs. Treat
yourself with the money saved – to a new fruit
tree perhaps? Whatever you decide to spend your
savings on, you deserve it! ■
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READER OFFERS
EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS TO HELP MAKE YOUR MONEY GO FURTHER

SAVE
OVER
£41FREE

Fresh asparagus is one of the treats of
spring and by growing your own you can
enjoy this luxurious vegetable every day
through May and June.

Asparagus is easy to grow and once
estblished a bed can last up to 20 years.
‘Gijnlim’ is one of the best varieties
available, combining excellent flavour
and a high yield. It is a modern ’all-male’
hybrid so it doesn’t produce seed,
instead putting all its energies into
providing an early crop of superb heavy
spears of this most sumptu
vegetable to set the taste
buds racing!

ALSO IN THE KG
SHOP THIS MONTH
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FOR EVERY READER

5 CROWNS OF
ASPARAGUS ‘GIJNLIM’

*

PATIO FRUIT COLLECTION

ous

WORTH

£10

Why not create a mini fruit farm on your
patio with these two excellent varieties
suitable for growing in containers? Supplied
as large 2lt potted plants, both have been
bred to be compact and manageable and
will do well in a sheltered, sunny position.

■ RASPBERRY ‘RUBY BEAUTY’
This thornless, dwarf (up to 1m/3ft) plant
forms a compact and bushy habit, perfectly
suited for container growing. Pot on into
a 10ltr container or plant in your border or
fruit garden. ‘Ruby Beauty’ is a high yielding
floricane variety that’ll produce up to 1.5kg
of fruit from one plant. Harvest July.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 48953 £15.95

■ BLACKBERRY ‘REUBEN’
Expect huge, juicy berries fruiting on
the current season’s growth! With fruit
twice the size of normal blackberries, this
vigorous, high yielding primocane variety
is perfect for open ground or for container
growing. Support with trellis or canes.
Harvest September – November.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 42273 £14.95

Patio Fruit Collection – Two plants (one
of each) only £19.90 – SAVE £11. Code
50822

BLUEBERRY
COLLECTION
Two excellent varieties that will give you a
good supply of tasty blueberries from July
through to September. ‘Pink Sapphire’ is a
uniquely coloured variety bred in the United
States and ‘Aurora’ is one of the latest
varieties with large, dark fruits cropping well
into September.

■ BLUEBERRY ‘PINK SAPPHIRE’
An unusual ‘pink’ blueberry that’ll be a real
talking-point in your garden. Great ornamental
value too, showy pink-white flowers in spring
give way to large crops of pale green fruit
which turn deep pink on ripening. Deliciously

sweet berries are ready to be picked from
mid-summer. Harvest July to August.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 43335 £15.95

■ BLUEBERRY ‘AURORA’
Our recommendation for a very late variety,
cropping from late August into September.
Very large, dark coloured berries must be
picked when they are fully ripe to appreciate
their rich, tart flavour – the perfect addition to
breakfast cereal and fruit salads. Harvest late
August to September.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 43208 £14.95

Blueberry Collection – two plants (one of
each) only £19.90 – SAVE £11. Code 50823

SAVE
£11

SAVE
£11

Blackberry ‘Reuben’

Blueberry ‘Aurora’
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ORDERING ONLINE? VISIT WWW.KITCHENGARDENSHOP.CO.UK AND ENTER
CODE KG17FEB WHEN PROMPTED TO RECEIVE YOUR READER DISCOUNT

Call the credit card and debit card order
hotline on 0845 371 0532* (open 8am to
8pm weekdays and 9am to 5pm weekends).
Only orders above £10 by phone please.
*calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone
company’s access charge.

Or send a cheque made payable to
D. T. Brown Seeds to Kitchen Garden

February Offers (KG17FEB),
D. T. Brown Seeds, Bury Road,
Newmarket, CB8 7PQ.

All items despatched from late March 2017.
Offer subject to availability, only five free
asparagus ‘Gijnlim’ crowns per household,
D.T. Brown reserves the right to substitute
with a product of equal or greater value.
Please note that a £5.65 p&p charge will
apply should you not take up the free item.

I enclose my cheque payable to D.T. Brown
OR please debit my Mastercard/Visa account
(delete as applicable)

❑ Visa ❑ Mastercard

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Email address

ORDER FORM

HOW TO ORDER

Code Offer Price Qty Total

50822 2ltr Patio Fruit
Collection -
SAVE £11

£19.90

48953 2ltr
Raspberry
Ruby Beauty

£15.95

42273 2ltr
Blackberry
Reuben

£14.95

44955 Asparagus
Guelph
Millennium
10 crowns

£13.95

44956 Asparagus
Mondeo
10 crowns

£13.95

49556 Asparagus
collection
20 crowns
10 of each

£23.90

50823 2ltr KG
Blueberry
Collection -
SAVE £11

£19.90

43335 2ltr Blueberry
Pink Sapphire

£15.95

43208 2ltr
Blueberry
Aurora

£14.95

50824 2ltr Unusual
Berry
Collection -
SAVE £11

£19.90

41466 2ltr Tayberry £16.95

40786 2ltr
Boysenberry

£13.95

49555 FREE 5
asparagus
‘Gijnlim’
crowns

£5.65
p&p

1 £5.65

KG17FEB TOTAL

Please fill in Card No below

Expiry date

Security No

Signature

Tick if you do not wish to receive further product information
from D.T. Brown. Offers are subject to availability. ❑

UNUSUAL BERRY
COLLECTION
If you fancy growing something just a
little different, why not try our delicious
hybrid berries? The result of many years
of breeding work, these are two unusual
varieties that’ll add real pizazz to crumbles
and puddings and give you bumper crops
of delicious berries for years to come.

■ BOYSENBERRY
A cross between a loganberry, blackberry
and raspberry – an interesting fruit with
an excellent pedigree! With a flavour
reminiscent of a wild blackberry, large
purplish-black, oblong fruits are produced
on thornless stems in the autumn. Harvest
late August to late September.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 40786 £13.95

■ TAYBERRY ‘BUCKINGHAM’
Spine-free ‘sport’ of the original tayberry,
it produces vigorous, stout canes and very
large berries up to 5cm (2in) long! Similar in
flavour to a loganberry, but much sweeter –
the fruits are ready from late July onwards.
Do wait for them to turn from red to purple
for the best flavour. Harvest July – August.
2ltr Potted Plant Code 41466 £16.95

Unusual berries – Two plants (one of
each) only £19.90 – SAVE £11. Code
50824

SPRING-PLANTING
ASPARAGUS CROWNS
Years ago, asparagus had to be grown in
specially prepared raised beds, but today’s
modern hybrid varieties perform really well
‘on the level’ in a well-drained soil and
sunny position. Grow both these varieties
below and get a successional harvest of
tasty spears.

■ ‘MONDEO’ – An impressive, early, all-male
hybrid which produces impressive yields of
juicy spears. It’s suitable to harvest as white or
green asparagus.

■ ‘GUELPH MILLENNIUM’ AGM – Crops
later than ‘Mondeo’. This variety is tough,
vigorous and gives good yields, making it the
most widely grown variety worldwide.

SAVE
£11

Boysenberry

Buy 10 crowns of any one variety for just
£13.95, or buy a collection of both varieties
– 20 crowns, 10 of each, for £23.90 and
SAVE £4

SAVE
£4

‘Mondeo’

‘Guelph
Millennium AGM’
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PROPAGATORS
PRODUCT REVIEWS

GEOPOD HEATED
PROPAGATOR
With integrated lights for better growth
this 37 watt Geopod Heated Propagator
(standard size) can be set from 5C
(41F) to 30C (86F). The lights sit in the
groove holders in the propagator lid and
temperature can be regulated with the
accompanying thermostat.

GREENHOUSE SENSATION
PRODUCT CODE: N/A
PRICE: FROM £139
www.greenhousesensation.co.uk

If you want something all singing and
dancing, then this is definitely an option. It
comes with lights, heated base, high dome
lid with air vents and a digital thermostat,
promising many years of happy sowing
ahead. Easy to assemble.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

No doubt you’re just rarin’ to go with all those seeds at the ready, so why not get them off to a
flying start with the help of a propagator? Here’s a few the team have been putting to the test

&
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COMPACT PLANT TRAINER
This Compact Plant Trainer has 49 cells.
There is a bottom tray for water and a clear
lid. When the plants are ready to move on,
the plug section can be pushed down so
that the plant plugs will pop up, ready for
transplanting.

GARDENING NATURALLY
www.gardening-naturally.com
PRODUCT CODE: CompactPlant
PRICE: £13.49
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GROW LIGHT GARDEN PROPAGATOR
This 11 watt Micro Grow Light Garden
Propagator consists of an adjustable canopy
fitted with high efficiency, high output, full
spectrum (6400K) grow lights and comes
with four reusable growing trays for easy
succession planting, and a self-watering tray.

TWO WESTS & ELLIOT
www.twowests.co.uk
PRODUCT CODE: GLG
PRICE: £51.49

SELF-WATERING SEED SUCCESS KIT
These kits feature an injection moulded
reservoir tray, support platform and growing
tray, plus capillary matting and a clear,
vacuum-formed cover. The inner platform
supports growing trays and reverses to aid the
ejection of seedlings.

DOBIES
www.dobies.co.uk
PRODUCT CODE: 584415
PRICE: £8.99 (12 cells); £10.99 (24 cells)

TRIED & TESTED

This needs assembling but is fairly easy to
put together. The adjustable height of the
lights is a good feature and provides plenty
of light to avoid leggy seedlings. The four
separate trays allow for easy management
of different plants under the same roof.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

This is a well-designed propagator. The
water reservoir means that you don’t
have to think too often about watering
your seedlings and the dual-purpose
reversible inner platform is very useful
when it comes to removing plugs.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

For a compact propagator this has a
good capacity with its 49 cells. The water
reservoir means that you don’t have to
worry about watering too often and the
plug section is great for lifting plugs
efficiently.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★
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ROOT!T HEAT MATS
These waterproof heat mats warm the
rooting area, offering uniform heating.
All that is needed is to lay them directly on
staging or a table. It comes with a 1.8m (6ft)
power cable. Available in small, medium
and large.

SUTTONS
www.suttons.co.uk
PRODUCT CODE: 586140
PRICE: FROM £29.99

SOIL WARMING CABLE
This flexible, waterproof cable is six metres
long and can be laid to fit any space. All you
need to do is cover the cable with a layer
of sand and plug into the mains for a gentle
8-12C (46-54F) heat for seed trays, unheated
propagators and pots.

THE ORGANIC GARDENING CATALOGUE
www.organiccatalogue.com
PRODUCT CODE: BGSW
PRICE: £27.95

This really is good value for money with
its range of cell trays, matting, seed
compost, labels and pen. Plenty of
capacity with this one for sowing lots of
seeds under one roof and perfect for the
windowsill or in an unheated greenhouse
or polytunnel.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

This has to be one of the simplest
methods of providing all-round heat to
the bottom of your seed trays to get
your seeds germinating. Simply unroll it,
plug it in, place the seed tray on top and
away you go. It’s waterproof of course,
so no problem with watering.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

You will need to create a sand bed
for this cable before you can use it
but once you’ve done this you have
a simple but effective solution to
providing bottom-up heat for
your seeds, seedlings and
young plants.

Quality ★★★★★
Capacity ★★★★★
Value for money ★★★★★

WINDOWSILL PROPAGATOR KIT
The light-reflecting base holds four
interchangeable plug trays in any combination
of nine, 24 and 48 cells. Each kit also comes
with seed compost, labels and capillary
matting. The lid fits inside the base, so any
condensation runs back inside the propagator.

MARSHALLS
www.marshalls-seeds.co.uk
PRODUCT CODE: 1090-3378
PRICE: £14.95





Kiwi fruit may look rather exotic,
but the pretty climber that
produces the large fruit available
in our supermarket (Actinidia

deliciosa) is hardy enough to survive outside
in the southern half of the country. Further
north they would be best grown under cover,
but are very vigorous so require a largish
greenhouse or polytunnel.
The much hardier alternative (A. arguta) is the

one to grow in more northerly districts or on
exposed sites. This one produces much smaller,
hairless fruits, the size of a large grape, which can
be eaten whole. This species is partly self-fertile
but heavier cropping with a partner nearby and
may require some protection in cold areas as an
early frost could damage the fruit before
fully ripe.

KITCHENGARDEN
GROWINGGUIDE

KIWIFRUIT
Kiwi fruits are packed with goodness and the perfect lunchbox treat. They

are attractive and easy to grow too, as KG editor Steve Ott explains

GROWING ADVICE
PLANTING
Kiwis fruit best in full sun against a
warm south-facing wall or fence
and before planting install some
strong wires 30cm (12in) from
the ground and at 45cm (18in)
intervals up it. Some varieties are
self-fertile, but crop better if grown
with a male plant close by or even in
the same planting hole. If you do thi
be sure to train the growth of both p
in separate directions to simplify pruning.

The soil should be deep, fertile and slightly
acid to neutral. Dig in plenty of well-rotted
organic matter or garden compost in the

winter prior to planting
to improve fertility

and water
holding during
the summer.

Plant 5.4m
(18ft) apart

with the stems
ngled toward
he wall and

its supports
and cut back

the shoots to 30cm
(12in) or just above the

level of your first wire. Allow

ree strong shoots to
row (pinching out the
rest) and train these
with the central one
straight up and the
two side ones in
opposite directions
along the wires.
Alternatively,

nts can be trained
paliers – single main

shoots from which horizontal
branches are trained out along the wires. They
also look highly decorative trained in a double
helix up a strong obelisk or can be used to
clothe an arch or pergola.

FORMATIVE PRUNING
The fruit is produced on short sideshoots or
spurs from the main branches and so these
need to be encouraged.

Once the initial shoots described above
reach 90cm (3ft) long they should be pinched
and a resulting strong topmost shoot
encouraged to take over. Lower shoots are
allowed to grow at 50cm (20in) intervals up the
stem and are tied in. Pinch these again once
they reach 90cm (3ft). Sideshoots forming
from these are pinched at five leaves to
encourage fruiting spurs to form.
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One kiwi fruit contains
two-and-a-half times the

recommended daily amount
of vitamin C. Also vitamin E,

magnesium, potassium
and folate
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KIWI FRUIT

VARIETIES
Several varieties are freely available
from fruit specialists:
■ ‘HAYWARD’ (female) – Heavy cropping
and late flowering which means the
flowers often miss early frosts. However,
self-sterile so a male plant is essential.
■ ‘TOMOURI’ (male) – The most
commonly offered male variety.
One male plant is enough to pollinate
8-9 females.
■ ‘JENNY’ (self-fertile) – The one to
grow for full-sized fruit if space is limited.
■ ‘ISSAI’ (self-fertile) – A hardy plant
producing heavy crops of mini, hairless
fruit which can be eaten whole.

The familiar kiwi fruit
(Actinidia deliciosa) is

much larger than its
hardy cousin
(A. arguta)

A. arguta growing against a sunny south-facing wall.
Growth can be rampant so keep on top of pruning

Fruit is produced on short spurs

PRUNING MATURE PLANTS
(female or self-fertile plants)
In early spring before the buds burst into
growth cut out any winter-damaged growth.
Then once the fruit has formed cut back
subsequent growth to five leaves to allow
air and light to reach the ripening fruit.
After harvesting, cut back fruited branches
to within two buds beyond the last fruit to
encourage fruiting spurs to form and provide
next year’s crop.

Once the fruiting side
are three years old, cut
them right back to within
or two buds of the base
encourage replacements

GROWING ON
Mulch with well-rotted
manure or compost each
spring after first scatteri
chicken manure pellets,
pellets or Growmore
at the recommended rat

Water regularly during
dry spells, especially whe
plants are growing close
to a wall or fence.

Kiwis are generally pe
and disease free. ■

to form and provide

shoots

n one
to

s.

h
ng
sheep
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Always prune back to
healthy shoots which are
undamaged by frost

The stems of kiwis will naturally
curl around their supports, but
it is better not to allow them
to do this, instead tying them
to the supports. This helps to
increase vigour and ultimately

improves cropping.

Be patient; Actinidia deliciosa
can take up to five years to

fruit, although A. arguta
commonly fruits

much sooner.

‘Issai’ produces lots of grape-sized fruits
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KG FEBRUARY GIVEAWAYS
Simply fill in the details below and return to us at:
Kitchen Garden February-17 Giveaways, Mortons Media
Group Ltd, PO Box 99, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ. You
can also enter online for free at: www.kitchengarden.co.uk
Closing date for entries Friday, January 27, 2017

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Email Address

To enter: Once you have supplied your details, cut out
and send this coupon to the address above and you will
automatically be entered into the following competitions:

Tools you won’t lose (p.92) ✔

Eggs made easy (p.92) ✔

Winter warmers (p.93) ✔

One-stop wellie shop (p.93) ✔

Hold on to the heat! (p.93) ✔

Grow a taste of yesteryear (p.93) ✔

Disclaimers:
Only tick this box if you do not wish to receive information from Mortons Media Group
regarding or relating to current offers of products or services (including discounted
subscription offers) via email/post/phone ❑
On occasion Mortons Media Group Ltd may permit third parties, that we deem to be
reputable, to contact you by email/post/phone/fax regarding information relating to current
offers of products or services which we believe may be of interest to our readers. If you
wish to receive such offers please tick this box. ❑

❚ For full giveaway terms and conditions please visit: www.kitchengarden.co.uk ❚

SEED COMPANY CONTACTS

SUBSCRIBE TO KITCHEN GARDEN PAGE 22

CHILTERN SEEDS
tel 01491 824675
www.chilternseeds.co.uk

DT BROWN & CO
tel 0845 371 0532
www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk

SAMUEL DOBIE AND SON
tel 0844 701 7625
www.dobies.co.uk

THOMAS ETTY
tel 01460 298249
www.thomasetty.co.uk

MR FOTHERGILL’S SEEDS
tel 0845 371 0518
www.mr-fothergills.co.uk

THE HERBARY
tel 01985 844442 www.
beansandherbs.co.uk

HERITAGE SEED LIBRARY
tel 02476 303517 www.
gardenorganic.org.uk

JEKKA’S HERB FARM
tel 01454 418878 www.
jekkasherbfarm.com

JUNGLE SEEDS
tel 01491 614765
www.jungleseeds.co.uk

EW KING & CO
tel 01376 570000
www.kingsseeds.com

SE MARSHALL & CO
tel 0844 557 6700 www.
marshalls-seeds.co.uk

MEDWYN’S SEEDS
tel 01248 714851
www.medwynsof
anglesey.co.uk

MOREVEG
tel 01823 681302
www.moreveg.co.uk

NICKY’S NURSERY
tel 01843 600972
www.nickys-nursery.co.uk

THE ORGANIC
GARDENING CATALOGUE
tel 01932 878570,
www.organiccatalogue.com

PLANTSBYPOST.COM
tel 0115 727 0606

PLANTS OF DISTINCTION
tel 01449 721720 www.
plantsofdistinction.co.uk

THE REAL SEED
CATALOGUE (Vida Verde)
tel 01239 821107
www.realseeds.co.uk

W ROBINSON & SON LTD
tel 01524 791210 www.
mammothonion.co.uk

SARAH RAVEN
tel 0845 092 0283
www.sarahraven.com

SEEDS-BY-SIZE
tel 01442 260237
www.seeds-by-size.co.uk

SEEDS OF ITALY
tel 0208 427 5020
www.seedsofitaly.com

SELECT SEEDS
tel 01246 826011
www.selectseeds.co.uk

SHELLEY SEEDS
tel 01244 317165

SIMPSON’S SEEDS
tel 01985 845004
simpsonsseeds.co.uk

SUFFOLK HERBS
tel 01376 572456
www.suffolkherbs.com

SUTTONS
tel 0844 922 0606
www.suttons.co.uk

TAMAR ORGANICS
tel 01579 371098 sales@
tamarorganics.co.uk

THOMPSON & MORGAN
tel 0844 573 1818 www.
thompson-morgan.com

EDWIN TUCKER
& SONS LTD
tel 01364 652233
www.edwintucker.com

UNWINS SEEDS
tel 0844 573 8400
www.unwins.co.uk

WALLIS SEEDS
tel 01245 360413
www.wallis-seeds.co.uk

VICTORIANA
NURSERY GARDENS
tel 01233 740529 www.
victoriananursery.co.uk
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INSTANT SAVERS

COVER UP FOR
PERFECT CROPS
Insects, birds and even rabbits will struggle
to reach crops covered by Veggiemesh.
Just lay the material flat over the bed, leaving
enough slack to allow growth of your fruit or vegetables. Peg the
edges securely in place to stop any enterprising pests sneaking
underneath. Carrot fly, caterpillars, aphids, leaf miners, leek moth
and many other bugs are blocked by this lightweight fabric.
Veggiemesh is available from Gardening Naturally, and can be
bought by the metre in a choice of six widths, by the roll, or in a
range of pack sizes.

KG readers can
claim 10% off
any order of
Veggiemesh by
quoting code
‘KG16’. Go to
www.gardening-
naturally.com
to order. Offer
valid until
January 26,
2017.

NEW TAKE
ON TROWELS
Niwaki, importers of a
wide range of high-quality
gardening tools from Japan,
introduce the Hori Hori –
‘Japanese trowel, all-round
weeder, bulb-planter supreme
and general subterranean
rummager’. Its 17cm (7in)
carbon steel blade runs right
into its beech wood handle,
so it won’t bend or snap.
With a multitude of uses
around the garden, it has,
says Niwaki, an extraordinary
ability to quickly become
people’s favourite tool.

The Hori Hori normally
costs £21 (plus £4 p&p),
but KG readers can save
10% by quoting code
‘KGFEB17’. Order online at
www.niwaki.com or by calling
01747 445059. Offer valid
until February 28, 2017.

FIRM FOOTING
Nordic Grip Non-Slip Boots, winner of the Red Dot Award for
Product Design, feature patented IceLock technology to offer
six times more grip on icy surfaces. Micro-glass filaments that
are electrostatically aligned in the boot’s sole create a surface
tension that improves traction and grip. Available in four colours –
black, green, coral and navy – and UK sizes 4 to 11, the boots are
waterproof, thermal lined and easy to slip on and off – perfect for
winter gardening!

Nordic Grips normally cost £41.95 (plus £3.9
p&p), but you can save 10% by quoting
‘KGNORDIC10’ when you buy online at
www.cuckooland.com or by calling 01305
231231. Offer valid until January 31, 2017.

5

Save 10% on any purchase by
quoting code ‘KGMJAN2017’
at the checkout at www.
wildlifeworld.co.uk Offer valid
until February 28, 2017.

Support your garden birds through
winter and help them get set for
spring with the wide range of
feeding and nesting products from
Wildlife World. New products for
2017 include the award-winning
Brushwood Robin Nester, developed
in conjunction with TV naturalist Simon
King, and the teardrop-shaped Dewdrop Bird Nestbox. The wide
selection of feeding products includes the Archway Ground Feeder

and the Swing Seat and Sunset
Bird Feeders, which
e perfect for smaller
rds. You’ll also find
products to support all
manner of other garden
ildlife including bees,
ats, hedgehogs and

beneficial insects.

GO WILD IN YOUR GARDEN

Seat B
ar
bi

w
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GREAT PRODUCTS AT SUPER VALUE PRICES!
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GIVEAWAYS
TO ENTER OUR GIVEAWAYS SEE PAGE 90 OR VISIT THE KG WEBSITE

WORTH
OVER
£1672

Brighten your day with FloraBrites, a brilliant
idea from Burgon & Ball. This new collection
of RHS-endorsed hand tools has been
developed in response to requests for bright
and ‘unlosable’ tools.

FloraBrite tools are available in fluorescent
yellow and fluorescent pink, with reflective

highlights that glow under torchlight.
There are trowels, forks and a selection of
secateurs and snips, all with the coveted
RHS endorsement. Comfortable FloraBrite
stretch-fit gardening gloves are also available,
featuring tough nitrile-coated fingers and
palm for added grip and protection

TOOLS YOU WON’T LOSE

EGGS MADE EASY
Brinsea Products has specialised in incubator
design for 40 years, resulting in incubators and
accessories offering unparalleled practicality,
reliability and hatch rates, with healthy chicks
time after time. Brinsea offers incubators
to suit every pocket, from the Mini II which
holds seven hens’ eggs, to the OvaEasy 580
which holds up to 576. All are protected by
Biomaster antimicrobial additives, proven to be
effective against 99.99% of bacteria
and microbes.

Perfect for gardeners who love the
current trend for all things neon, or who
are just looking for something that bit
different, these tools are also ideal for
the vision-impaired or the simply
absent-minded.

The tools start at £10.99, while the
gloves cost £4.99. The FloraBrite range is
available from garden centres and www.
burgonandball.com

We have eight prizes of a FloraBrite
trowel, fork and pocket pruner, each
worth a total of £38.97, to give away.

n.

f

8
PRIZES

TO GIVE
AWAY

Brinsea’s Incubation Starter Packs are the ideal
way into small-scale incubation and rearing. They are
easy to use and contain everything you need – just
add eggs! The Starter Pack 2 contains the Mini II
Advance Incubator, which features automatic turning
and a menu-driven digital control. An OvaView Egg
Candler and the award-winning OvaScope allow
improved egg observation, and the EcoGlow 20 Chick
Brooder is ideal for keeping newly hatched poultry warm.

To find out more visit www.brinsea.co.uk or call 0345 226 0120.

We have one Starter Pack 2 worth £233.44 to give away.

1
PACK

TO GIVE
AWAY
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ONE-STOP
WELLY SHOP

GROW A TASTE OF YESTERYEAR
Dobies’ A Taste of Yesteryear, from the Rob
Smith Range of Heritage Veg, lets you grow
a little bit of history in your own garden. This
new range features varieties that have stood
the test of time, produce amazing crops,
and provide interest from the minute you
plant them to the moment you eat them.

Our 10 lucky winners will receive a Heritage
Veg Collection comprising 15 garden-ready
plants of pea ‘Blauwschokker’, three super
plugs apiece of squash ‘Honey Boat’ and
chilli pepper ‘Bishop’s Crown’, and seed of
pumpkin ‘Old Boer White’, beetroot ‘Rouge
Crapaudine’ and Brussels sprout ‘Rubine’.

Dobies was voted best mail order
supplier for fruit and vegetable plants by
Which? Gardening in December 2016. The
Dobies Gardening Catalogue 2017 has just
been launched, and you can request your
copy by calling 0844 967 0303 or online at
www.dobies.co.uk/cataloguerequest

We have 10 Rob Smith Heritage Veg
Collections worth £30.97 to give away.

WINTER WARMERS
Scruffs Thermal Softshell Dog Jacket provides warmth to your dog’s
muscles on those brisk winter walks. A soft shell exterior gives excellent
protection against wind and rain, while retaining its breathable qualities. The
reflective technology lining improves the jacket’s thermal properties, helping
to retain your dog’s body heat without the hollow fibre or synthetic down used in
conventional jackets. This means the jacket is lighter and less restrictive to wear.

It has a micro-fleece turtleneck collar and chest pad for enhanced comfort and
fit, and reflective piping and logo to aid visibility at night. It comes in a choice of
nine sizes to fit all breeds of dog, with prices ranging from £18.99 to £34.99.

The Thermal Softshell Dog Jacket is available direct from www.petslovescruffs.
com where you’ll also find information on Scruffs’ full range of pet beds and
accessories.

We have eight large Thermal Softshell Dog Jackets worth £28.99 to give away.
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TO GIVE
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Winter gardening is an altogether more
enticing prospect if your feet are warm and
dry, and TheWellyShop.com offers a wide
range of fun and fashionable wellies to let you
step out in style.

The site offers a range of top brands,
including Hunter, Timberland, The Muck Boot
Company, Aigle, SoleM8, Evercreatures and Le
Chameau, with styles encompassing traditional
wellies, fashion wellies, safety wellies, ankle
and calf wellies, kids’ wellies and more, as well
as UGG-style boots, snow boots, waterproof
clogs and welly socks.

Hunter’s classic Original Tall Wellington
Boots (£80) come in a choice of nine colours,
from traditional olive green to vibrant fuchsia
pink. Evercreatures’ range includes Rainbow,
Chicken Print and Gnome and Dahlia designs
(all £44.99), and for the young at heart,
there are SoleM8 Leapfrog adult frog wellies
(£29.99) and Raindrop Rapture and Funky Fish
designs (£69.99).

See the full range at www.thewellyshop.com

We have
six £50
TheWellyShop.
com vouchers
to give away.

6
VOUCHERS

TO GIVE
AWAYHOLD ON TO THE HEAT!

Keep warm this winter with the Heat Holders thermal range. The
Neck Warmer (RRP £9.99) has a tog rating of 2.6. A versatile and
effective alternative to a scarf, it is sculptured to contour around
the chest, neck and chin to keep out cold draughts. It features
Heat Weaver insulation, a plush fur-like thermal lining.

The Heat Holders Hat and Gloves (both RRP £7.99) have a 2.3
tog rating with a special four-layer construction that holds warm
air close to the skin. They’re available in a variety of colours for
men and women, so you can be fashionable as well as cosy.

Other Heat Holders thermal products include the Snuggle
Up blanket, Snug Over jumper, socks, tights, leggings, joint
warmers and underwear. The range is available in high
street stores and online at www.heatholders.co.uk

We have 11 prizes of a Heat Holders Hat, Neck Warmer
and Gloves, each worth a total of £25.97, to give away.

t
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TO GIVE
AWAY
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AWAY
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KG BOOKSHELF
OUR ROUNDUP OF SOME OF THE BEST BOOKS FOR GARDENERS

Reviews by Tony Flanagan

BUILDA
BETTER
VEGETABLE
GARDEN
Joyce Russell
Frances Lincoln
£16.99

With 30 varied DIY projects
designed to improve your
harvest, this book is one
to get stuck into. Projects
include wooden planters,
bean frames, timber

raised beds, a carrot fly
cover, a cold frame and
a mini-greenhouse, the
construction of which
shouldn’t faze even
the novice DIY-er. Each
project comes with a list
of materials and tools
you will need, and easy
to follow, step-by-step
instructions, supported by
excellent photographs and
illustrations. There are also
very useful introductory
chapters on what tools
you may need, choosing
materials and various

techniques, such as cutting
timber, drilling, lining up
and levelling. So, if you’re
partial to a bit of DIY in the
garden department and
want to save yourself a little
money at the same time,
this eminently practical
book will definitely ignite
the flame.

WHO IS IT FOR?
Gardeners interested in
making things to support
their growing.

★★★★★

CHARLES
DOWDING’S
VEGETABLE
GARDEN
DIARY
Charles Dowding
No Dig Garden
£14.95

Charles Dowding is
renowned for his no-dig
approach to growing
and the benefits it
brings in saving money,
less weeding, plant
health and harvests for all seasons. Although this spiral bound
book is a ‘diary’ of sorts, this only tells half the story as it is also
packed with tips, guidance and nuggets of gardening wisdom
on various aspects of growing fruit and veg. From care of the
soil to making compost to how to manage individual plants, this
book is structured chronologically month by month, as you would
expect. However, it starts with March – one of the busiest months
in the gardening year – and ends in February. Each month has a
page for notes in diary format, so you can add your own notes as
an aide memoire perhaps to look back on in subsequent years.
The diary pages are interspersed with well-illustrated pages
of practical advice. Definitely one to have by your side as the
growing year unfolds.

WHO IS IT FOR? All gardeners looking to get the best out of
their crops.

★★★★★

THE
COMMUNITY
GARDENING
HANDBOOK
Ben Raskin
The Big Dig
£9.99

With community
gardening groups
continuing to flourish,
it’s great to see a
book dedicated to the
cause and at the same
time offering heaps
of practical advice.
Initially, the book explores some of the inspiring groups that
have already been set up worldwide; then it launches into the
mechanics of getting a team together, raising funds, accessing
land and other practical matters. After this, the focus is more
on actual growing: how to go about planning your site followed
by a comprehensive plant directory of fruit and veg. Each entry
presents all the essentials of sowing, growing and harvesting –
useful even if you’re growing solo! This is a really well-designed
handbook with its coloured page backgrounds, attractive fonts
and mix of illustration and picture. A must for anyone thinking
of starting a community gardening group.

WHO IS IT FOR? Community gardening groups seeking
practical advice.

★★★★★
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WHAT TO BUY | GARDEN STORE

OUR ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR KITCHEN GARDENERS

GARDEN STORE

SIMPSON’S SEEDS
If you’re in the process of
choosing what seeds to buy
for the new season, take
a look at the 2017 seed
catalogue from Simpson’s
Seeds, available from their
website. The catalogue lists
a wide variety of seeds, sets
and plantlets.

PRICE: FREE
www.simpsonsseeds.co.uk

LIGHT UP LIGHT UP
Just in time for Valentine’s Day, this
Cream Heart Detail Square Lantern
features a heart cut-out design and is
finished in a soft cream colour. It has
an integrated candle holder which
can be twisted out of the bottom for
easy access when adding a candle. It
is spacious enough to hold a tea light,
but features a glass surround to keep
the flame protected from draughts, so
it can be used outdoors as well.

www.romanathome.com
PRICE: £15

T IN A BED
This T-shaped bed kit is
2.5m (8ft) across the T
and a total length of 3m
(10ft). The sides are
15cm (6in) high but
further tiers can be
added. It comes as a
self-assembly kit with
rust-resistant decking
screws to secure
the boards together.
Maintenance free, with a
lifespan of 25-plus years.

PRICE: £198
www.theraisedbed.co.uk

LITTLE
GARDENERS

Aimed at helping parents and
grandparents to engage the next
generation of gardeners, the Little

Gardeners range includes easy-to-grow
flower and vegetable seeds, Seed

Starter Pots, My First Growing Game,
Complete Grow Kits, My First Mini
Greenhouse, Indoor Cress Garden

and Flower Mixes.

www.johnsons-seeds.com
PRICE: FROM £1.40

WELLIE WELLIE TALL
ilable in three designs, this

waterproof RHS Tremont Wellie Tall
has a 4mm CR Flex-Foam interior combined

with a fleece lining. It also features a shock-
absorbing footbed and has a dual-density EVA
insole with gel insert for additional comfort.
The reduced heel makes these boots easy to

walk on uneven surfaces, at the same time
providing slip resistance.

www.muckbootcompany.co.uk
PRICE: £100

Ava
waterp

GR
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RADIATING WARMTH
This AEG jacket with a fleece-lined neck and
cuffs comes with a built-in radiator! Powered
by a Pro Lithium battery, at the push of a
button, three carbon fibre heating elements –
two in the chest and one in the back – warm
up and can keep going for up to nine hours.
The jacket has three temperature settings
and is available in six sizes, from small to XL.
Wearers can also use an in-pocket USB port to
charge devices.

www.homebase.co.uk
(and many other retail outlets)
PRICE: £159.99

GARDENING IN A JAR
Something new if you want to grow
something on your windowsill, these jars
include a sachet of Franchi Seeds 1783 (basil,
parsley or coriander) and Carbon Gold Biochar
peat free, with seaweed, worm casts and
mycorrhizal funghi. These Windowsill Garden
jars are ready to go – all you have to do is add
water and place on the windowsill.

www.franchiseeds.co.uk
PRICE: £5.99 (OR £15 FOR SET OF 3) DO YOURSELF

A GOOD TURN
This Tumbling Composter contains

a mechanism with rods or fins
which mixes and breaks up larger

clusters to activate and speed up the
decomposing process. Add the right

combination of green and brown
waste and then turn regularly to

create compost quickly and easily.

www.gardening-naturally.com
PRICE: £54.98

SM
A

This compact Hozelock Pico Power
Pressure Washer has a powerful 140

bar (max) motor and pump – great for
cleaning patios, decking, pathways

and other surfaces. It has both a carry
handle and a towing handle, so it is

easy to manoeuvre and easy to store.

http://www.hozelock.com
PRICE: SRP £149.99

MALL BUT PACKS
A MIGHTY PUNCH

CHAMPION COMPOST
Champions Blend is a premium quality compost containing
a unique blend of fertiliser and essential nutrition. This
is further enhanced by the inclusion of Envii Foundation,
REMIN Volcanic Rock Dust and Oceans Bounty Natural
Seaweed Extract. This compost is for indoor or outdoor
use, suitable for plug plants, bedding and pot plants,
hanging baskets, shrubs, and fruit and vegetable plants.

www.bathgatehorticulture.co.uk
PRICE: £6.50 (50L)
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LAZY BEDS: THE
EASY WAY TO
GREAT HARVESTS

ESSENTIAL HERBS
FOR THE KITCHEN

EVEN MORE
DELICIOUS
SEASONAL
RECIPES

EXOTIC VEG:
GROW YOUR
OWN PEANUTS

FREE* FOR EVERY READER

GROW YOUR BEST EVER
ASPARAGUS SPEARS

THE ULTIMATE SEED SOWER'S
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

DELICIOUS STRAWBERRIES
FOR GARDENS BIG OR SMALL

10 HERB PLANT COLLECTION

(* just pay £ .9 p&p)
Scan this, and
we’ll tell you!

WORTH

£15.90

FREE
GIFTS

BEST HERITAGE TOMATOES
REVEALED + GROWING TIPS

HIGH PERFORMANCE CROPS
TO SAVE YOU POUNDS

IN YOUR MARCH ISSUE OF KITCHEN GARDEN MAGAZINE

NEXT
ISSUE
ONSALE
FEBRUARY

2

WITH YOUR BUMPER
116-PAGE MARCH

ISSUE

INCLUDES: French
tarragon, hyssop,
lemon verbena, sweet
marjoram, garden mint,
oregano, rosemary
'Abraxas', sage (silver),
savory, thyme (silver)
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GET GROWING

We have made every effort to ensure these details were correct at the time of going to
press, but recommend you check with the organisers before travellingPLEASENOTE

DIARY DATES
VISIT A POTATO DAY, DO SOME SEED SWAPPING, ATTEND A WORKSHOP

RHS EARLY SPRING PLANT FAIR FEB 14 & 15.
RHS Lawrence Hall, London SW1. Includes wide
variety of seed potatoes and sets, nursery displays,
new and unusual plants, tips and advi
www.rhs.org.uk/shows-events

SEEDY SATURDAY FEBRUARY 4. Town Hall,
High Street, Lewes, Sussex. Seed swap, stalls,
talks. 10am-4.30pm. www.facebook.com/
seedysaturday

ORGANIC VEG GROWING
AND PLANNING
FEBRUARY 8. Ryton
Organic Gardens, Wolston
Lane, near Coventry.
Introductory course. 10am-
4pm. Book on 02476 303517
www.gardenorganic.org.uk

ILFRACOMBE POTATO DAY
& SEED SWAP FEBRUARY
18. Lantern Centre, High
Street, Ilfracombe. Potatoes,
seeds, sets, fruit trees and
bushes, craft and produce
stalls, demonstrations;
organised by Incredible
Edible Ilfracombe. 11am-
3pm. www.facebook.com/
IncredibleEdibleIlfracombe

GROWING IN RAISED
BEDS FEBRUARY 28.
Barnsdale Gardens, The
Avenue, Exton, Oakham,
Rutland. Bed construction
and cultivation. 2-4pm. Book
on 01572 813200 www.
barnsdalegardens.co.uk

p
ce.

For a full list
of shows, festivals,
events and courses

this month please visit
our website www.

kitchengarden.co.uk
and choose the Diary

Dates category.

TRAINED FRUIT
FEBRUARY 8.

Thornhayes Nursery, Dulford,
Cullompton, Devon. How to
grow fruit trees in compact

forms such as cordons,
fans etc. 1.30-4pm. www.
thornhayes-nursery.co.uk

01884 266746



KITCHEN
VALENTINE

Gluten-
free

recipe

Rustle up some romance in the kitchen this month
with Anna Pettigrew’s enticing recipes, encompassing
sweetheart cabbage (what else?), cauliflower and garlic
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SEASONAL RECIPES

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 15 minutes

■ 1 sweetheart cabbage, shredded
■ 150g/5oz grapes, cut in half
■ 2 tsp white balsamic vinegar
■ 60g/2oz shelled walnuts
■ 2 tbsp mayonnaise
■ 2 sticks of celery, chopped
■ 2 tbsp pumpkin seeds
■ Sea salt
■ Freshly ground black pepper

1. Put the egg whites, half of the oil,
vinegar, sugar, salt and water into a
bowl and whisk well.
2. Add the flour and yeast, mixing to a
smooth, thick batter.
3. Pour the remaining oil over the
dough and mix with a spoon. The
dough will be very soft.
4. Tip the dough into a square brownie
tin lined with baking paper.
5. Loosely cover with a dish cloth and
leave until the dough has risen to the
top of the tin.
6. Once risen, stick the whole garlic
cloves into the dough, drizzle with oil and
lemon, and sprinkle salt over the top.
7. Bake in a preheated oven at 220C/
fan 200C/Gas 7 for 55/60 minutes.

GLUTEN-FREE
GARLICFOCACCIA
With today’s gluten-free flours, no-one
has to miss out on the enjoyment of
freshly baked bread. Try this focaccia,
stuffed with whole garlic cloves and sea
salt.

SERVES 6

Preparation time: 35 minutes
Proving and cooking time: 2 hours

■ 2 egg whites
■ 6 tbsp oil
■ 1 tsp vinegar
■ 2 tbsp sugar
■ 1 tsp salt plus extra for the top
■ 400ml/14fl oz water
■ 500g/17oz gluten-free white bread
flour (we used Doves)
■ 2 tsp quick yeast
■ 9 cloves of garlic
■ ½ lemon, juice of
■ 1 tbsp olive oil

A wholesome and wintry take on the classic Waldorf
salad, which is perfect served as an accompaniment
to many dishes.

1. For the salad, put the cabbage, grapes, celery,
pumpkin seeds and walnuts into a large bowl and
mix well.
2. Spoon in the mayonnaise and vinegar, and mix well
to coat the salad evenly.
3. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Serve. ➤

SWEETHEARTCABBAGEWALDORFSALAD

Perfect
wintry
salad
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1. Heat the oil in a large frying pan over medium
heat, and add the tofu. Fry until golden, then
remove from the pan and set aside.
2. Next add the onion to the same pan and cook,
stirring occasionally, until softened, about six
minutes. Add the garlic and cook until fragrant,
about one minute.
3. Add the curry paste, stirring to coat the onions,
and cook until fragrant, about one minute.
4. Add the coconut milk, soy sauce and stir in. Bring
to a simmer.
5. Next add the cauliflower, carrot, mushrooms, and
green beans and stir to combine. Reduce the heat
to medium low and simmer, stirring occasionally,
until the cauliflower is just tender, about eight to
10 minutes.
6. Remove from the heat and stir in the basil leaves
and lime juice. Taste and season with more salt as
needed.
7. Add the crispy tofu back to the curry, and
transfer to a serving dish.
8. Serve with steamed rice.

roastgarlic,
mushroom&nutpate
This vegan pâté is sure to take your
fancy, and is a speedy dish to prepare. It’s
delicious on hot toast or crackers.

SERVES4

Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes

■ 250g/9oz organic chestnut mushrooms,
chopped roughly
■ 60g/2oz unsalted mixed nuts, such as
walnuts or hazelnuts
■ 1 whole garlic
■ 1 tbsp olive oil
■ ½ tsp thyme
■ Salt and pepper, to taste

1. Peel and discard the papery outer layers of
the whole garlic bulb, leaving intact the skins
of the individual cloves of garlic. Using a sharp
knife, cut ¼ to a ½ inch from the top of the
cloves, exposing the individual cloves of garlic.
2. Place in a baking tray, and drizzle with
a little oil. Roast in a preheated oven at
220C/fan 200C/Gas 7 for 30 minutes.
3. Allow the garlic to cool enough to handle,
then using your fingers squeeze the roasted
garlic cloves out of their skins. Set aside.
4. Next, toast the nuts on a hot pan, taking
care not to burn them. Set aside.
5. Finally, fry the mushrooms in a little oil
until any liquid has evaporated.
6. Place the mushrooms, nuts and garlic into
a food processor together with the thyme,
and blitz until coarsely blended. You can
blend until completely smooth if you prefer.
7. Season with salt and pepper, and place
in the fridge before serving.

THAIGREENCURRYWITHCAULIFLOWER

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 25 minutes
Cooking time: 30 minutes

■ 2 tbsp coconut oil
■ 200g/8oz tofu, cubed
■ 1 medium onion, diced
■ 2 medium garlic cloves, thinly sliced
■ 3 tbsp Thai green curry paste
■ 1 tin coconut milk
■ 1 tbsp soy sauce
■ 1 large head cauliflower, trimmed
and cut into 1-inch florets
■ 1 carrot, chopped
■ 100g/3½oz mushrooms, chopped
■ 200g/8 oz green beans, trimmed
and cut into 1-inch pieces
■ a handful of Thai basil leaves
■ 1½ tsp freshly squeezed lime juice
■ Steamed white rice or brown rice,
for serving

This aromatic vegetarian Thai green curry features this season’s best cauliflower. Full of
flavour and simple enough for weeknight dinners.

Aromatic
curry
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SEASONAL RECIPES

SICILIANCAULIFLOWERSALAD

1. Preheat the oven to 200C/400F/gas mark 6.
2. Remove all the leaves from the cauliflower and
cut out some of the core (this will cut down on the
cooking time).
3. Put into a small roasting-tin and brush the
cauliflower with a little olive oil. Add just enough
water to surround the very base of the cauliflower.
Roast for between one hour and an hour and 20
minutes, or until tender.
4. Meanwhile, cover the raisins with boiling water
in a small bowl. Leave to soak until the cauliflower
is roasted. Then drain, and add to a bowl together
with the capers, parsley, lemon juice or balsamic
and two tablespoons of olive oil. Mix well.
5. Cook the onions in a little oil over a medium heat
until golden, then add the garlic and paprika and
cook for two minutes over a gentle heat.
6. When the cauliflower is cooked, remove from the
oven and gently break it into florets, add it to the
bowl with the oil and raisins, mix well to coat.
7. Transfer the cauliflower to a serving dish, and
layer on the onion mixture and top with almonds.

SERVES 4

Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: I hour 30 minutes

■ 1 medium cauliflower
■ 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil, plus
extra for roasting and frying
■ 25g/1oz golden raisins
■ 1 small onion, finely sliced
■ 2 garlic cloves, finely sliced
■ ½ tsp smoked paprika
■ 1 tbsp capers, rinsed
■ 30g/1oz flaked almonds
■ 1 tbsp roughly chopped flat-leaf
parsley
■ ½ lemon, juice of or 2 tbsp white
balsamic vinegar

Lovely
winter
dish!

Salads aren’t just for summer, you can get very creative experimenting with your winter
veg too. This warm fragrant salad of cauliflower takes its inspiration from Sicily, and is
lovely served for lunch or as a side dish.

creamedsweetheart
cabbage
This is a lovely winter dish and is an excellent
accompaniment to baked fish or sausages.

SERVES2

Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes

■ 1 sweetheart cabbage
■ 30g/1oz butter
■ 2 tbsp plain flour
■ 250ml/9fl oz milk
■ 250ml/9fl oz cooking water from the cabbage
■ Salt and pepper
■ ¼ tsp nutmeg

1. Cut the cabbage into quarters, then
blanch it for 3-4 minutes. Set aside, reserving
250ml/9fl oz of cooking water.
2. Make the sauce by melting the butter in a
medium pan, add the flour and keep stirring
until you have a thick paste. Add the milk and
cooking liquid a little at a time. Bring to a
simmer until the sauce is thickened. Add the
nutmeg, and take off the heat.
3. Add the cabbage and mix through to coat.
4. Season with salt and pepper and serve with
baked fish or sausages. ■
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Classifieds | TO ADVERTISE CALL 01507 529581 OR EMAIL ABRUCE@MORTONS.CO.UK

EDUCATION

FRUIT

FRUIT CAGES

POLYTUNNELS

GREENHOUSES & ACCESSORIES GREENHOUSES

GREENHOUSES & ACCESSORIES

SEEDS

SOCIETIESGREENHOUSES

www.kitchengarden.co.uk
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SEEDS

WEB WATCHwww.kitchengarden.co.uk
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LAST WORD
With the KG website forum users: So how long do they spend in their garden shed?

All depends on which shed. I have five at
the allotment and two in the garden.

Three of the allotment ones are in a row
and resemble portable toilets. I could stand

in a slight crouch in any of the three if I
removed their contents.

Four is a corrugated metal one, very nice
with a wooden floor, battery LED light, long

shelf, chair and no headroom. I can hide
from the weather there.

Five is precast concrete and comes with the
job of site agent, about eight foot square
and roomy but at the far end of the site.

Peter, near Stansted airport
My neighbour has two sheds, one used much
like mine but they have decked out a kitchen
in the other one. All built from scratch with

some old cupboards, a proper sink, but
with a bucket under it, gas three-ring hob,
matching canisters and niceties, and even
a pull-down table and stools, with a nice

double window looking down the plot with
cute gingham tieback curtains.

Westi, Dorset

Very much
like my own

Geoff, Forest of
Bowland

We usually sit outside the shed. We have a
cheap gazebo which has been strengthened

by using 6x1in timber screwed around the top
of the side frames and covered it with a plastic

tarpaulin. Then I screwed it to the shed.

Robo, St Helens

Alas no shed or
greenhouse. Only

a Perspex roof
covered alleyway

between house wall
and neighbour’s
boundary fence.

Primrose, Bucks

I haven’t got a shed.
Feel depressed now.

Diane, Wimborne,
Dorset

Grab and run for us!
We eat lunch next to the

pond when it’s warm
enough, or in the very large
greenhouse when it’s not!

Retropants,
Middlesex

Mine is 4’x4’ made of 1
inch ply. So everything is
reachable from the door.
Though I now wish I had

a larger shed.

Shallotman, Essex






